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Roberta Williains
The Storyteller Who Started It All
by Nancy Smithe

Tell me more about The Colonel's
Bequest.

m
wish it were possible to translate
Roberta Williams' vocal delivery into print,
because she peppers her speech with the
histrionics of a born sto1ytellei. Whether
she is letting her voice drip with suspense ,
groaning over lack of time, digging into a
serious topic, chuckling at a little joke in
her game, or laughing outright, she is actively involved in the answer. She has given
enough interviews to show signs of being
bored with yet another one, but such is not
the case. Monotonous is not a word to
associate with Roberta Williams ' conversational style. If you have the imagination
to add some "audio/visual" as you read
this interview, visualize her as a petite
woman-her teenage son is taller than she
is-with easy laughter that suggests
habitual use; she speaks rapidly, her words
almost tumble over one another, and you
must be sure to "hear" her answers
delivered with a storyteller's flair.

It is set in 1925, around New Orleans,
Louisiana, on an island in the bayou-an
isolated island. You are a heroine, Laura
Bow, and your father is a detective from
New Orleans, so you have been familiar
with detecting (kind of like Nancy Drew's
father who is a prominent attorney). You
have a friend , Lillian, who invited you to
spend the weekend at her rich uncle's place

Your current project-The Colonel's
Bequest-is a murder mystery. Why did
you pick a mystery story line?
I thought it was time. Not just our
company, but other companies in our industry are concentrating o much on fantasy storie , fairy tales, dungeons and
dragons. Games now are very fantasy
oriented, even a lot of the science fiction.
There have been a few detective stories
here and there. This murder mystery is
not a detective story, this is more a
suspense story, more in tune with Agatha
Christie or even a little bit of Alfred
Hitchcock. Nobody has something like
this. I always like to look and see what
people aren't doing, what needs to be
done to be different, unique, plus areas
that people obviously have an interest in,
and murder mysteries, in my opinion, are
very popular. If you go into a book store,
you see more mystery books on a shelf
than you do science fiction.
Awumn 1989

for a family reunion. You accept the invitation and go, and we know that you are just
along for the weekend, but are a stranger to
these people and the place. You get there
and Lillian's uncle is the ColonelColonel Henry Dijon. (She chuckled here,
then explained herself.) Do you get it? That
is a little joke. Remember Colonel Mustard? Well, dijon i a mu tard, so ours is
Colonel Dijon. And Laura Bow is a play on
Clara Bow.
The Colonel tells all the family assembled that his will leave his wealth to
all of them divided equally, and that if
anyone of them dies first, that person's
share goes into the pot and will be divided
among the survivors. So that is how it starts
out.
Different individuals start dying, and
you start finding bodies, not necessarily in
plain sight. Some are hidden, like in a
closet. You open a closet and there is a body

hanging there on the rod. Or there is a
murphy bed in the wall, and you pull it
down and find a body in it. So one by one
the people start dying and you don't know
why or who is doing it. The job of the
player is to find the clues left behind.
The most interesting part of this game is
the characters themselves. We really have
a lot of character development. They have
names and personalities, and there is a lot
of dialogue. You can ask them questions or
tell them things, you can give them things,
and you can show them things. So there i
a lot of interaction. They will tell you
things depending on what you ask. You can
learn more about the relationships between
them and try to figure out who is doing
what. If you ask good questions you get
good clues, and very seldom any repeat
messages. I tried to make the dialogue puzzling, so that you will be suspicious of
more than one individual . As you get further into the game, I start narrowing the
field of murder suspects. (She pauses a
moment, then chuckles before adding
another observation.) Plus there aren't
very many people left!

Colonel's Bequest is more like a story
than a quest, you want to get to the end, and
find out the truth.
What scares me i that I'm not really a
mystery reader. I m not. I like to read more
of the true story murders. So I'm afraid the
real mystery buffs out there might play the
game and wonder who I think I am. But
right now I'm the only one we ' ve got who
is trying to tackle it. I'm really trying, but
I ' m not a murder mystery expert (she took
on a dramatic tone here) so Who Knows
How it is going to be accepted. (She listened to her words, then laughed and went
on dramatically.) Only The Shadow
Knows.

Do you find it difficult to transfer
your vision to the computer screen with
so many technical experts involved in
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Continued on page 35
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of RAM. Attached to the CDI player will be
something equivalent to a mouse, except
that it works by infrared remote control.
Does this mean that a CDI player,
theoretically, has the same computational abilities as a Macintosh? Well,
yes and no ... First I'll discuss its limitations and then I'll cover its tremendous
advantages.

Multimedia - An
Advance Look
by Ken Williams

In

many recent magazine and
newspaper articles, a new word has begun
to appear, Multimedia. Although, in the
pa t this word has been used to apply to
any form of presentation which uses multiple media, such as a slide how with
accompanying music, it eems to have
taken on a new meaning within consumer
electronics.
The term Multimedia, as it is now
being used, means a computer attached to
a Compact Disc player. Philips Corporation, the company that brought us the
Compact Disc for music listening, will
introduce a new electronic device that
represents a major milestone for the personal consumer electronics indu try next
year. This device, called Compact Disc
Interactive (CDI), will be marketed as a
high-end tereo component with video
capabilities; but, it is actually a very
powerful microcomputer. It will most
likely be just the first of many Multimedia
computers to be introduced over the next
18 months.
CDI players will play all .your favorite
stereo CDs; however, there is much more
in ide of a CDI player than just a CD
player. Hidden away in there is the same
powerful 32 bit processor that drives the
Macintosh computer, and a full megabyte

Computers have two important things
a CDI player doesn't. Foremost is a keyboard. Philips says that keyboards will be
available for a slight extra charge and that
a mouse-based, on-screen keyboard will
always be available. Obviously, this is not
a machine which will see its primary
usage as a word processor or for balancing checkbooks. Secondly, CDI players
only READ compact discs. They don't
have a floppy disk drive, much less a hard
disk. If you wanted to keep a mailing List
of the six kids in your child's Cub Scout
troop, you wouldn't be able to do it. CDI
players are read only, they have no ability
to remember much of anything once you
turn them off.
Now for the good news. We are all
used to thinking of Compact Discs (CDs)
as being a great replacement for cassette
tapes or records. Start thinking of them as
someday replacing the floppy disk. CDs
are tough, accurate and reliable. Even better yet, they hold a remarkable amount of
information. One CD holds the same
amount of data as 1,500 floppy disks-or
over 30 full hard disks! And, even your
five-year-old wiU have to get up especially early to figure out how to destroy one.
You may have noticed a pattern emerging with your Sierra products. King's
Quest I occupied only one diskette.
King's Quest II grew to three diskettes.
King's Quest lV originally shipped with
nine diskettes, but was later reduced to
only eight diskettes through several
layers of very complex compression algorithms. Why have our games been getting
so much bigger when they seem to take
----------
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just about the same amount of time to
play, you might wonder. The answer is
that graphics and ound are exlremely
data intensive. The musical score alone in
King's Quest IV fills an entire floppy disk.
My guess is that just the animation eels
used for the character, Rosel la, fi 11
another entire disk. King's Quest I, on the
other hand, had virtually no music and
King Graham's animation was very jerky
and limited.
At Sierra, our goal is to someday fulfill
our dream of making true interactive
films. With each game we do, we attempt
to come closer to this goal. That's why our
games are getting bigger. Of course, as we
improve our animation and add more
music, there goes another disk in the box.
To ome extent, we really can't do a
whole lot to make our games more filmlike without some major technical advance in thecapacityofthemedia we ship
our products on. For those of you without
hard disks, having a game span multiple
disks can detract from your enjoymentwhat with having to swap disks in the
middle of play. Our accountants frown
when they watch us using shoe horns to
pack disks into boxes. Everyone, plea e
don't let them know how many disks are
involved when you start buying your
King's Quest Vs next Christma . I want to
keep it our little ecret for as long as I
possibly can.
And, when I say that someday we want
to make interactive.films, l mean it! Don't
be surprised if someday Hollywood's top
actors are performing in Sierra products.
CDI brings us very close to having the
perfect platform for producing interactive
films. We really only need to be able to do
two things we can't do now: speech and
television-quality graphics. Both of these
are currently po sible and you may have
heard or seen these things already in current computer products. However, they
use so much disk space that their use in a
product of the breadth of Sierra's just isn't
practical. In fact, did you know that just
four-and-a-half seconds of CD quality
speech would fit on a diskette; or that just
one television quality picture would fill a
diskette?
At Philips, I was fortunate enough to
be given a brief glimpse of what the future
will look like. I watched a Philips repreContinued on page 30
1
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Douglas Herring

The MIDI Music Studio For Your Home
ntrom captures the hidden music in you and turns it your
PC into a home music studio.
In no time at all you'll be creating
your own music. And it's compatible with the same MIDI hardware
you u e with your Sierra g!lmes.

How It Works: Use a MIDI instrument and interface card (not incl uded) to play music into the computer. Play it back, add parts, or edit
your performance to make some-

thing new. Transfer your masterpiece
into the transcriber, add lyrics or other
symbols, and print. It's simple!

What You Need: IBM compatible
computer; 512K memory; 2 drives (or
hard disk); EGA, CGA, or Herc display; mouse; Roland compatible MIDI
interface; and a MIDI equiped instrument. Printer support includes HP
Deskjet and Inkjet; Epson FX/LX compatible, Epson LQ850; Panasonic
1090, 1091, 1092i , 1024; NEC P2200;
StarNSlO,NSlOOO; Tandy DMP132.

How To Order: Intro is $195.00.
To order call 1-617-244-6954.
Credit cards are accepted. Demo
disketts are available for$ I 0.00.
Dr.T's has this and other products
for all popular computer including
Atari ST and Amiga. Contact u for
our free catalog:

Dr.T's

MUSIC SOFTWARE, Inc.
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

INTRO is a registered lrademarl< of Dr.Ts Music Software. Roland 1s a tradema rl< of Roland Corp. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Inc.

Jason Smircich, Virginia, submitted this cartoon
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*This season's top ten reflect s sales from April I to July 31, 1989. In this time, both Space Quest Ill and Silpheed have logged impressive numbers, wi th extra boost
from sa les to the many new music card owners out there. UiJTy II . King 's Quest IV, and Police Quest II sales remained strong, and Manhumer: New York and Goldrnsh!
made the charts due to strong sales as these titles migrate to the App le II , Macintosh and other computers. New products on the list for this season inc lude two new Sierra
productivity products: HomeWord II and Sierra"s On-Line.

Autumn 1989
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NOTICE: Sierra management takes no responsibility for the following column or its content. Johnny Magpie's writings are frequently wrong or wildly
exaggerated. His work is only included because our Senior Editor felt the need to have some writer on staff even more obnoxious and outrageous than
PC Maga:ine 's John Dvorak.

m

By Johnny Magpie

late July, but as they say in the spy movies
"confidence is high."

UMOR MILL IS BACK! The
corporate censors tried, but they couldn't
stop the power of the people. Despite the
fiendish cries of some members of the Sierra
upper management team when the last
"Rumor Mill" hit the press (Sierra Newsletter, Winter 88) and the resulting attempts to
put the column to rest, Rumor Mill, and me
- Johnnie Magpie - once again are to be seen
in the pages of the The Sierra Magazine.
Who cares that more than half of the projects
I di cussed in the last rumor mill have been
"temporarily shelved" or "permanently cancelled" ince the last rumor mill went to
press. The column was, according to letters
we received, "fun to read,""a good peek into
what REALLY goes on at the company," and
"more interesting than the President's Comer
by a country mile." [Sorry Ken - you had to
know.] So here we go.

Want more mass media rumors?
How about the recent appearance in the
Sierra Warehouse of a machine that presses
CD's? Not just an average machine, one
unnamed source suggested that this new
equipment cost in the range of$100,000 to
acquire. Could it be that Sierra also has
its eye on possible audio product in the
future? After all, at $1.95 apiece, it would
take a lot of "Live at the Sierra Lounge"
ca ettes to make this purchase pay off
otherwi e. More dirt on this as we find it!

Is Sierra about to go mass media?
Sierra founders Ken and Roberta Williams
have been quoted for years about their
intentions to one day take on - and ultimately beat - the powerful television and
motion picture industries. Recent rumors
around the Sierra hallway leak info ·of
some erious plans afoot by the Williams'
on this front. Leisure Suit Larry: The
Movie? The hottest rumor around the hall
is about plans for a full length movie ba ed
on none other than Leisure Suit Larry.
While all "official sources" chose to throw
this writer out of the office whenever the
ubject was discussed, rumors of a multimillion dollar production budgeted film,
po sibly in conjunction with a major
studio, have been bandied about. No hint
as to a deal signing was present in the
Sierra annual report which was released in

What's happened to those "Two
Guys from Andromeda?" It seems like a
scenerio from their recent hit Space Quest
/JI. Scott Murphy and his design partner
Mark Crowe (formally known as the
"Two Guys from Andromeda") have
vanished from the offices of Sierra OnLine, Inc. Although rumors of their occasional appearance has been aluded to, no
one here has seen them in months.
The two guys recently managed to set
product introduction records with their
best selling Space Quest Ill, but their absence from the office seems of minimal
concern to top Sierra management. Questions on their whereabouts are met with
blank stare and an occasional smirk in the
administration wing. "I thought I saw Scott
la t week at the candy machine," said
young Robert Lindsley (former Sysop of
the Sierra Bulletin Board), "but it turned
out it was only Elvis. ' Other , like the
musicians that produce Sierra's hit game
music, have been playing the soundtrack
to Space Quest III backwards to see if
they can find any clues. [Kids - Don't try
this at home. It'll destroy your disk drive.

- Ed.] What's the story behind the disappearing Andromedans? We' 11 let you know
when we do - More on this in future
issues.

Coming Soon - King's Quest I and a
half? On a recent casual walk by this
writer through the hollowed halls of the
Sierra development building (before my
subsequent capture and expulsion) I happened across young Jeff Crowe (brother
of the missing Mark) huddled over a
devastatingly beautiful, full color SCI rendition of the castle of King Graham. I was
certain this wasn't King's Quest V (no news
THAT big could escape my attention) but
Jeff would tell me little about what it really
was. My guess - Sierra has started
development (or is at least researching
development) on conversions of its entire AGI catalog to SCI.
SIERRA PRODUCTS ON GAME
MACHINES???? Thi writer, and other
employees at Sierra who lived through the
devastating video game crash of '84 were
put into shock with the recent arrival of
King's Quest for none other than the Sega
Video Game machine. Tho e of us who
remember Sierra's la t venture into video
game cartridges about a half decade ago (a
business venture that was anything but
profitable for Sierra) found ourselves worried about the future of our jobs here in
Coarsegold. Could it be that the management hadn't learned that Sierra's future
was in computers, not toys?
For once, Sierra President Ken Williams was available for comment. "We are
in the COMPUTER software business. We
haven't seriously considered making
cartridges here, and we won't till IBM starts

Outside California 1-900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-5113
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shipping their PS2 's with a cartridge slot
and a joystick." Williams added, "We 're
happy, though , to talk to any Nintendo,
Sega or other potential licensee willing to
do a good job of converting our products
to fit on those machines." Williams went
on to demonstrate the version of King's
Quest produced by Sega under license. To
thi s writer 's amazement, although the
Sega King's Quest doesn't have the text
input interface, it was both easy and fun to

play. Ken also confirmed rumors that other
Sierra titles might be found on other game
machines in the future , and pointed out that
both Thexder and Silpheed were big hits in
Japan on the Nintendo Game Machine.
More on thi s to follow. Speaking of Thexder, Game Arts (the original producer of
the Thexder game) just released new

S~zle'n.

FIREHAWK: THEXDER U in Japan.
ls this hot Japanese title in Sierra 's future?
Watch here for more details.
0

Cartoon/Drawing Contest
Winners in this issue:

Darby McDevitt, page 30

LashawJl Flores, page 61

John Marsatta, this page

Danny Hulleman, page 36

Kathy Skinner, page 24

Merrill Hutchison, page 30

Jason Smircich, page 13

David Lesser, page 38

Scott Wilson, page 21

Amy McCamish, page 62

Henry Yiu, page 50

Sierra's Cartoon and Drawing Contest is
an ongo~ng event, so send in your submissions now! Winning entries will be
published in the Sierra News Magazine,
and winners will receive a Sierra
software product of their choice. The
number of winners will depend on the
spac~ available and the quality of the
entries, and are chosen at
the sole discretion of
Sien;a On-Line.

Submit entries to Sierra On-Line, Box
1103, Oak.hurst, CA 93644, Attention:
Drawing Contest, and indicate the
product desired and type of computer
you have in the event you are a winner.
Good Luck!

'The second week I had the program, I had 2 tickets
with 5 correct numbers $5700.0011 Both tickets
shared numbers that, combined, wouldhave won
54 mi/ion dollars!'.
· B. Whittaker, Flonda

'... Uses elaborate number crunching to predict
probable future numbers ... will allow the serious
user to greatly expand analysis with little effort... •
·Computer Shopper Magazine

Cartoons or drawings
must be in black ink
(not in pencil or in
color) on white unlined
paper (please do not
fold). Each entry should
relate to one or more of
Sierra's products. All

John Marsetta, Massachusetts,
submitted this (age 15)

Autumn 1989
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HOYLE'S BOOK OF GAMES
THE 'INTELUGENT' ALTERNATIVE
By Marti McKenna
he portion of my life which has
taken place in the ' Computer Age,' has
been spent in search of the perfect computer card game. By now I've tried nearly
every one on the market, and some have
briefly held my interest, though most have
not. Recent! y however, I played a game that
not only captivated me, but also my seven
year old daughter, renowned for the
world's shortest attention span. Get ready
for Hoyle's Book of Games.
Unlike most of its competition, Hoyle 's
offers 6 card games ; Cribbage , Gin
Rummy, Crazy Eights, Hearts, Old Maid
and even Klondike Solitaire. This element
of variety is a big plus for me, as it virtually
eliminates tedious disk-shuffling between
card games.

novice. As I attempted to begin the game
Rosella said, "We shall need more players
for this game." Silly me. I selected Rosella,

How Hoyle 's taught me to
play Hearts with help from
Princess Rosella, Roger Wilco
and Leisure Suit Larry!

spades. Roger remarked impatiently, " You
have to follow in suit! Did you swap bl'jlins
with a defective android this morning, or
what? " I sighed, sorted my cards, and
voila! There it was, a 6 of diamonds. It had
been hiding behind the 9 of hearts!
Sheepishly, I played the 6. Boy, were these
guys ever sharp!

also a novice. Just for the heck of it, I asked
Larry, a Hearts 'amateur', to join us.
Roger dealt, and I was prompted to
choose 3 cards to pass on. As I wondered
which cards to pass, my three friends
waited, and soon began to look bored.
Larry 's eyes shifted, and Roger grinned
expectantly. Finally, Rosella spoke: "Have
I spoken to you of my perilous quest into

For the first time in any computer card
game, Hoyle 's allows you to choose from

As Larry dealt the next hand, Roger
whispered to Rosella, "Listen, if you get
me out of this game, I'll give you an
authentic autographed Roger Wilco pulseray! How ' bout it?"

As Larry dealt the next hand,
Roger whispered to Rosella...

"I'm always interested in that," Rosella
giggled, and winked at me.

18 challengers; many are characters from
your favorite Sierra games, some are
making their ' screen' debut in Hoyle's.
Each character has a distinct personality
and playing style. Each is more adept at
some games than others, offering a choice
of skill level from amateur to expert in the
game you choose.

When I attempted an inco"ect
play, they rushed to my aid with
helpful advice .

I could spend all day telling you how
terrific Hoyle's is, but I'd rather play. So Jet
me tell you how Hoyle's taught me to play
Hearts (with help from Princess Rosella,
Roger Wilco and Leisure Suit Larry)!
As a beginner at Hearts, I wanted opponents with low skill levels. I selected a
young man who introduced himself as 'The
Kid', a Hearts expert. I didn 't feel up to
such a challenge quite yet so I moved onThe Kid was noticeably disappointed. Next
I chose Roger, who mumbled something
about a Star Generator, asked, "W-where
am I?" and announced that he was a Hearts
Page 16

Tamir? ' Tis not a story for the fainthearted! Questing is a family tradition in
Daventry. My brother Alexander once
saved me from a foul dragon! "
"I think rescuing a lady from a dragon
is a great way to make a first impression! "
Larry offered.
As the game got moving, Rosella told us
of her perils, and Larry made the occasional
uncouth comment. Roger seemed preoccupied with one subject in particular, the
fact that he seemed to have fallen into the
wrong game.
Rosella Jed the hand with an 8 of
diamonds, and it was my turn to play. I
was out of diamonds, so I played the 4
of spades. Rosella said kindly, " You
must follow with another card in suit."
Again I attempted to play the 4 of

Larry, feeling left out of the conversation , said "Did I tell you guys about the
gorgeous KGB agent that tried to get me?
What a babe!"

"I'm always interested in that." joked
Roger.
As the game progressed, I was able to
learn the rules with the aid of my opponents. When I attempted an incorrect
play, they rushed to my aid with helpful
advice and comments. I enjoyed sparkling
conversation as well as an entertaining
soundtrack.

If your family is looking for a computer
card game that has variety, great graphics,
built-in friends and music, Hoyle has all
that, and brains too!
0
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How to get 16 color EGA graphics on your
IBM or cotnpatible, without buying a new
EGA tnonitor
(There are two hints in this article-be sure to read both of them)
by Guruka Singh Khalsa

ver so often our Customer Support
Department gets a phone call that says:
"Why do the colors in the game look so
awful?" All the Sierra 3-D Adventure
games are designed in 16 color graphics,
plus we use subtle pixel dithering to give
additional shades of those 16 basic colors.
The colors don 't look awful, they look
wonderful!
Unfortunately those of you who have a
CGA card (standard IBM Color Graphics
Adaptor) are not able to see the games in
all their wonderful colors since the CGA
only supports a maximum of four colors,
two of which are white and black and the
other two may be either cyan (pale blue)
and pink or dark yellow and green.
I know many folks feel that the over
$500 price of an EGA monitor (display)
and EGA video card is way beyond their
budget. The good news is that you DON 'T
need a new monitor to see the full color
EGA graphics. That's right! You can see all
the colors right on the same RGB monitor
you have right now. All you need is a new
video card.
In order to get the full EGANGA 16
color graphics you only need an EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adaptor) card. EGA cards
have come down in price quite a bit and are
available quite widely these days for under
$150 ! (Look at the ads in the backs of some
computer magazines and you may be able
to mail-orderone for as little as $75 or so.)
In fact, many people are upgrading their
systems to the newer VGA cards and a used
EGA card may be available at a very inexpensive price at a swap meet or through
your local trading paper or users group. All
you need is any type of EGA card. If you
have a PC or XT, just set the dip switches
on your computer 's motherboard to the
Awumn 1989

EGA setting. If you have an 80286 or
80386 machine, just run the SETUP program and tell the computer that you now
have an EGA display. If your new EGA
card has dip switches on it, set them to
CGA mode so that your on-screen text will
be properly readable. (See your EGA card
documentation for details.)
You won ' t have the high resolution
640 x 350 (mode 10) EGA graphics, but
you don ' t need that mode for Sierra Adventure games since they all run in 160 x
200 (AGI) or 320 x 200 (SCI) and you
will get both tho se modes just fine
without a new monitor. Later on, if you
decide to upgrade your monitor you can
do that easily without having to buy a
new video card.
Here 's another hint for those of you with
CGA cards. You can get all 16 colors
without even buying an EGA card! How?
By playing the games on your television!
All of our earlier AGI games (Kings Quest
I, II, and Ill; Space Quest I and II , etc.) can

be played in full color on any color
television set. The resolution (clarity) of
the picture on the TV is not as good as on
a computer monitor, but the price is right
and the games can be played in full color.
First look at the connector on the back
of your video card. If you see a little
"phono jack" (like the ones you use to
connect up your stereo), just go to your
nearest computer store and get an "RF
Modulator". This little gizmo is usually
only about $25 or $30 ($5 to $10 at swap
meets! ). You connect it to the RCA phono
jack (composite output) on your CGA
video card and then connect the output of
the modulator to the antenna terminals of
your color TY. Yoila! Full 16color graphics
on your television. Of course, no one will
be able to watch a TV show while you ' re
playing (hehe).
The games look so beautiful in full color
that you ' ll want to go back and play them
all over again to see them in their full glory.
Have fun!
0

GOOD NEWS·FOR SCREENWRITER USERS!
· This powerrul word processor for the Apple
11 family of computers is now distributed and
supported by Aspen Data Systems.
Screenwriter 11 features include:
Indexing
• Spooling
Headers
Footnotes
Underlining
Hyphenation .Fonn leucrs
Macros
• Joystick/mouse support
• Search and replace
Page numbering and counting
... and more!
Screenwriter II also includes The DIC-TIONARY. a proof reading reature with an expand ab Ie
28.000
word
dictionary.
SCREENWRITER II is compatible with The

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463

GENERAL MANAGER. a flexible. full-featured Heirarchical-relational database manager
for the Apple II family of computers, also supported •by Aspen, ORGANIZE DATA YOUR
WAY With The GENERAL MANAGER from
Aspen Data Systems. you can use your Apple
II 10 organize, store, rile. find. save. retrieve,
interrelate. ·control ·and print your data. using
,J
••
your own orgamzatmnal methods. Construct
your data bases to your exact .needs. All the
power. features and benefits of programs costing
hundreds
of dollars
more.
SCREENWRITER II: $129.95 The
GENERAL· MANAGER: $179.95 Please .include $4.00 postage and handling for each program ordered. For more infonnation, call or
write: ASPEN DATA SYSTEMS P.O. B~x 567.
Driggs. ID 83422, (208) 354-8185
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KING'S QUEST IV -

THE REAL PERILS
By Marti McKenna
Do you find yourself wandering around
in peasant clothing, carrying in your pockets (or wherever) such objects as worms
and dead fish, ducking ogres (and ogresses), avoiding trolls, trees, sharks, and
various creatures of the undead persuasion? If you answered yes to one or
more of these questions, you may be one of
the many stricken with a chronic affliction
which is sweeping the known world THE PERILS OF ROSELLA!

The Perils can strike anyone, young or
old, and without warning. But fear not,
there is help! The research staff at Sierra
On-Line has isolated some of the most
common traits of this serious calamity. If
you or someone you know is showing
symptoms, the following case histories,
along with our solutions may benefit you.
(For more intensified treatment, 4 out of 5
doctors surveyed recommended the King 's
Quest IV hint book).

CASE #9834.3
-MRS. L. AGE: 34
"They were wheeling my wife out of
surgery, and she was mumbling, ' ... have to
kill the troll ... "'
Mr. l.
This subject was obviously obsessed by
a desire to inflict bodily harm on a creature
who, much like the common honey-bee,
wants only to be left alone. When her husband contacted us, Mrs. L. was in a very
agitated state. We instructed Mr. L. to assist
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his wife in avoiding the troll by saving her
game before entering each room in the
troll's cave. As the troll's appearance is
random, Mrs. L. was eventually successful
in passing through the cave unmolested,
and our friend the troll was spared his life.

CASE #3487.8
- ELLEN B. AGE: 47
"Thank heavens you answered, /' ve been
stuck in a whale's mouth for nine hours and
his breath is killing me!"
Ellen
Ellen's case illustrates one of the most
common symptoms of ' The Perils '. Sub-

jects feel compelled to swim back and forth
through shark infested waters until they are
swallowed by a whale. Subsequently, they
will spend long periods of time knee deep
in what one can only imagine might exist
in a whale's mouth, and much shorter intervals making any progress at all climbing
the whale's tongue. When Ellen came to us
she was a desperate woman - on the
ragged edge. A Sierra representative
worked with her until she was finally able
to negotiate the climb, taking a diagonal
path from the bottom right, to the top center
of the tongue. She then tickled the whale's
rather large uvula, causing the creature to
sneeze, and was immediately expelled

"WELCOME TO SIERRA'S NEW
AUTOMATED HINT LINE!"
by Liz Jacobs
Customer Service Manager
I am so happy to be able to announce
the opening of the long, long awaited
arrival of our new phone system. I had
mentioned in the last newsletter that
AT&T was working on putting in place
a new high tech phone system that could
handle virtually unlimited phone lines.
The system is in place and we are able
to monitor through AT&T how many
phone calls get through and how many
receive a busy signal. By monitoring this
information, we will be able to increase
the number of phone lines that are
needed to provide the caliber of service
that Sierra believes its customers should
receive. As many of you have already
discovered, the "old" Customer Service/Hint Line (209) 683-6858 is no

longer in service. That number will now
redirect your call to a variety of numbers
depending on your need and where you
are calling from. Our "new" Customer
Service number is (209) 683-8989. This
number is to be used by all customers
who need technical or general customer
service help. If you are having trouble
getting the game to run or need to find
out what status your order is in, or perhaps just need to find out about our
upcoming releases, this is the number to
call. THIS IS NO LONGER THE HINT
LINE. During the time that we were
conducting our study to find a solution
to our phone troubles, we discovered a
very interesting fact-those people who
were calling Customer Service for a hint
had a much more persistent redial
finger!! People who needed technical
support were giving up trying to get
Sierra News Magazine

from the mouth. Reports say Ellen wa
found unhurt on a deserted island several
miles away.

CASE #7460.5

CASE #8749.9

"W!LL SOMEBODY PLEASE TELL ME
HOW TO SHUTTH!S KID UP!!" Myron

-NANCY E. AGE: 12
"/'II let you talk to my daughte1: ..she's
stuck in the ogre's house with some stupid
chicken."
Mrs. E.

-MyronM. Age: 24
A key indicator of 'The Perils ' is the
tendency for the victim to become irritated
and impatient. When we received Myron's
plea, his frustration was evident in his tone.
He was immediately diagnosed as a 'Perils'
casualty, and a rep was successful in calming him so that treatment could be administered. The ' kid ' in question was indeed a baby ghost, and it was clear to the
trained ear that he was crying for his rattle.
Myron was instructed to search for this toy
in the obvious place, the graveyard. He
reluctantly took up his shovel and after
locating the grave of a six month old infant,
dug until the much ought after silver rattle
was unearthed. Myron 's fits were brought
under control , and he is undergoing
rehabilitation.

This case is a prime example of one
manife tation of 'The Peril 'which many
readers may recognize. It preys on those
who are so unfortunate as to find themselves in possession of the 5 l 2k version of
King 's Quest !V, and a clock speed under
8mhz. Victim will spend countless hours
trying to escape the ogre 's house, all in
vain. No amount of abuse wiU keep the
hen from squawking, and the ogre invariably awakes, but many are able to
retreat to the woods and to safety. Alas ,
our Nancy E. was not among these, and
poor Mrs. E. feared that she would have
to institutionalize her daughter. Sierra 's
rescue team intervened not a moment too
soon. We replaced Nancy's 512k version
with a new set of 256k disks. We are
pleased to report that Nancy is responding very well to therapy.

whole families have been quarantined.
The symptoms can continue for several
months, during which those close to the
victim report a nearly uncontrolJable desire

through to Cu tomer Service. In other
words, they weren't getting serviced at
all! It was this fact that finalized our
decision to separate the hint line from
Customer Service. For tho e of you who
have not tried our NEW automated hint
line ....please do!!! I think you will find
that its easy to use, it 's fun to use, AND
best of all, it will probably cost you LESS
to use! You must have a touch tone phone
to use this service, and it can only be
accessed within the United States, at this
time.The sy tern consists of listening to a
series of menu selections and making your
choice of which game and which hints you
would like to hear. You can RELISTEN to
the menus and the hints as many times as
you care to. You may want to listen to two
or three hints in the same area of the game
to make ure you get ALL the information
that you need to progress in the game! By
listening to the hint a second time, you
will have the information solidly in your
mind. You can stay on the hint line as long
as you want , moving from game to game
if you choose. So often I have heard a
customer say "I listened to the hint on the

hint line and I did what it said, but it did
not work." I would say that there are two
major reasons for this: I) you have done
all of the things that you THINK you are
uppose to, but you are playing from a
"saved game" that does not include all of
your actions, or 2) you are simply using
the wrong words in your commands. If the
command that you type i not the response
that the game is looking for, just reword
your command several different ways.
Many times if you keep " playing" with
the verbiage, you will find the right command .This hint line is fun!! Wait until you
call for a Gold Rush hint and hear our
"ole" miner answer your questions, or let
our "English knight" help you find your
King's Quest hint. I feel confident that
these new "Sierra friends" will bring a
smile to your face! Since mo t of you have
already experienced our "old" phone system that included sitting "on hold" for five
to twenty minutes, I am sure you can
believe that the new system could cost you
less on your phone bill! The new Hint
Line is a "900" number. There is a $0.75
charge for the I st minute and a $0.50
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The Perils of Rosella cannot be cured,
only treated and allowed to run its course.
It is highly contagious, and in some cases

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463

to throttle him or her. According to our
statistics however, no directly related
fatalities have occurred. Thanks to the Sierra Team, most patients recover and go on
to lead normal, healthy lives. If someone
you love is afflicted, call Sierra.

D

We care!

King's Quest III BBS

C"'ontacts

Lead To Weddings
Timothy Hobbs, browsing a BBS one
day last Fall , responded to a user's plea for
help about King 's Quest llf. A friendship
developed on the BBS even though Christine Bodnar lived 2600 miles away, and on
May 25, 1989, Timothy and Christine were
married.
Last September two other BBS userstheir on-line ID 's are Debbie and Alarmalso "met" through trading hints on Sierra
games. April 15 , 1989 was the wedding day
for Ron and Debbie Wood.
Congratulations to both couples.

charge for every additional minute. This
fee INCLUDES all charges. There will be
NO additional long distance charges.
Since our records indicate that most calls
are averaging 3 minutes, then the average
bill per call is $1 .75. Check your old
phone bills. I'm sure this is cheaper! The
phone number is 1-900-370-KLUE. For
California residents only, the phone number is 1-900-370-5113. (Anyone UNDER
the age of 18 must have parental permission to call these numbers.) At Sierra,
providing all of the tools necessary for our
customers to enjoy our software is of
primary concern. We feel that we now can
service those customers with a technical
need and we are still providing hints for
everyone. For those customers who do not
have a touch tone phone and can not use
the new hint line, we still provide hints on
our Bulletin Board Service, we do sell the
hint books for $7.95, and we till accept
your hint questions by mail. We will
make every effort to address this mail
quickly.
Happy Adventuring!

D
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS IN
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
By Lorilyn Rowan

will get the replacement to you right away.
The address is:

:OXS0/653 or :OX80/9'J7

Sierra On-Line Inc.

NOT FOUND

P.O. Box 485

Q

Coarsegold, California 93614

I've been playing the 5 l2K version
of King 's Quest IV on my IBM AT clone.
When I tried to enter certain creen I
received a mes age:
:OX80/653 or :OX80/997 NOT FOUND

A

386 and fast 286 (AT) computers
require our "Waterfall" patch in order to
run King's Quest IV on tho e machines. A
di k containing the patch is available free
from Sierra 's Customer Service Department. The patch i also available on our
BBS, and the Sierra Forums on Compu erve, Prodigy, PCLink, and GEnie.
Full instructions for loading the patch onto
your King 's Quest IV program are on the
disk , in a READ.ME file. To see the instructions, place the Patch Di kette into the
appropriate diskette drive, type that drive
letter followed by a colon, then type:

TYPE READ.ME
and press <ENTER>
You may use CTRL+S to top crolling
and read the screen , or CTRL+Q to continue crolling.

DAMAGED DISK

Q

My five-old decided to decorate my

Police Quest II original di k with hi s
crayons. How can I get the disks replaced?

A

We will gladly replace your program.
Disk replacement is FREE for the first 90
days of product ownership. If you have
owned the program for more than 90 day
there i a $5.00 replacement fee per program for 5.25" disks, or a $10.00 replacement fee per program for 3.5" di ks. For
the fa test ervice, simply mail Di k #I to
us in a regular envelope (unprotected),
along with either a copy of your dated sa le
receipt or the handling fee and a note
detailing us your computer hardware. We

ATTENTION: Returns

LOST DOCUMENTATION

QKing's Quest

We ' ve moved, and somehow I lost
my
I// Spell Book. Can you
help me?

A

We will gladly replace your King's
Quest Ill Spell Book (or any lost or damaged
documentation.) We alway want to make
sure you have everything you need to use and
enjoy our oftware. Ju t send us your request,
original Disk #I di k as proof of ownership,
along with a $I 0.00 documentation replacement fee. We will get yourdisk(s) back to you
right away, along with the replacement
documentation.

install and run Sierra programs under
"plain vanilla" DOS 2. 1 to 3.3.
If you are partial to your current
hardware set-up and don 't wish to change
(which we can certainly understand) we
recommend making and u ing a Sierra
Boot Di kette to boot your computer when
you wish to play a Sierra game. After booting from the Sierra Boot Disk you may play
game from either diskette or hard disk.

TO CREATE A SIERRA BOOT
DISK:
1. FORMAT a Blank Disk with MS-DOS
Sy tern files (using the I option) to make
a ' Bootable' di k.

FORMATTING FROM A HARD
DRIVE
Put the blank disk into Drive A
C type: FORMAT A:/S
» Re pond to DOS prompts
»

» At

FORMATTING FROM A DISKETTE
DRNE
»

LARRY IN "HEAP" OF
TROUBLE

Switch disk as prompted by
Format program
» Re pond to DOS prompts
»

Q

I'm playing Leisure Suit Lany II on
my 640K RAM IBM clone. At various points
during play I receive a mes age "OUT OF
HEAP" or the keyboard simply locks-up. In
order to restart the game I have to re-boot
the computer. What' happening?

2. Put the CONFIG.SYS file on the new
disk using COPY CON.

HARD DRIVE OR DISKETTE DRIVE
» Type: A: <ENTER>
» Type: COPY CON CONFIG.SYS
<ENTER>
» Type: FILES= 15 <ENTER>
» Pres the F6 Key then <ENTER>
» Label disk: SIERRA BOOT DISK

A

Sierra programs generally perform
be t a "stand-alone" oftware. Many of
our programs really pu h MS-DOS compatible computer to the maximum compatibility limits. Our programs utilize
specific memory locations in your computer RAM which must be available in
order for the program to in tall and run
properly. We have found that memory resident program which "borrow" these
memory location , such as device drivers,
alarm clocks, hell programs, or hotkey
programs may interfere with the proper
operation of our program, often causing the
program to lock-up or giving an OUT OF
HEAP or HUNK message. When in doubt,

Put DOS System Disk into Drive A

» At the A: type: FORMAT A:/S

3. Re-boot the computer using the new,
Plain Vanilla DOS.

HARD DRIVE OR DISKETTE DRIVE
» Put the Sierra Boot Disk into

Drive A
» Turn the computer system OFF
then ON
OR
» Press CTRL+ALT +DEL
4. Follow instructions on your MS-DOS
Reference Card for running the program.

Outside California 1-900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-5113
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and peed up the proce s and get 900 service to your area.

"OOPS" ERROR IN
KING'S QUEST IV

Q

Help! I'm playing the 5 l 2K version
King's Quest IV. Rosella is on Shipwreak
Island and tried to talk to the dolphin. The
next thing I knew I received an "OOPS"
error. What gives?

A

An "OOPS" error may occur when
you creatively try an action which is unnecessary to the game, but was unforeseen
during programm.ing. Our programmers
try to allow for most actions you might
attempt. In most cases the program
responds with a generic message such as
"not now" or "you don't need that." If your
action wa not predicted during programming, the program is unsure how to
respond, thus, the "OOPS" error. To avoid
this inconvenience, simply do not repeat
the action which caused it.

DIFFICULTY
CONNECTING TO
900 AUTOMATED HINT
LINE

Q

I love the idea of your 900
automated hint line, however, I'm having
difficulty connecting. What should I do?

A

Sierra's new, automated hint service
is available only within the United States
and does require a touch-tone telephone. If
your telephone has a Pulse{fone switch,
make sure the switch is in the Tone po ition
once you connect with our hint ervice.
If you are unable to reach the Hint Line
from work, don't give up. Most businesses
would rather not have you use their
telephones to call any 900 number and
have blocked 900 service from business
telephones. The hint line i available 24
hour , so calling from your home
telephone should not be an obstacle.
If you are unable to connect to the line
at all, you should contact your local
telephone operator to find out if 900 service i blocked on your telephone line.
(You may have forgotten that you wanted
976 service blocked.)
Your local telephone company may not
have 900 service available yet. If you find
this is the case, please let us know. We will
work with our 900 ervice operator to try
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If you use a long distance carrier other
than AT&T you may not have 900 service
available unless you contact your carrier
and reque t that ervice.
If you are unable to reach our
Automated Hint Line for any reason, we
offer several resources for obtaining game
hints.

SPRING ISSUE
CONTEST
WINNERS

Specific game hints may be obtained
via computer modem from the Sierra Bulletin Board Service, or from Sierra forums
on the major computerized Information
Services (CompuServe, Prodigy, GEnie,
PCLink, and AppleLink.)
Other hint resources include the
Questbuster's Journal magazine, and
Adventure Game Hint Books, available
from many local dealers or by direct
order from Sierra. You may also write
directly to our Customer Service Department with specific q uestion . Finding the
mermaid in King's Quest II can be a
simple and inexpensive as dropping us a
postcard.
No matter which way you choose to get
a hint, we're sure you 'II find Sierra ready,
willing and able to help you along on your
quest.

Heather Barclay
Cali fo rnia

Madison Farrell
South Caro lina

Tanya Hassler
Alabama

Liz Kuo
Texas

Pablo Manguy
Califo rni a

Andy Mattingly
Georg ia

Tim Miller
Illinois

Aaron Racine
Washington

Daniel Yee
Cali fo rnia

Shawn Young
Illi nois

Scott Wilson, Alabama, submitted this cartoon

UPGRADE TO

HOMEWORDII
Users of Sierra's HomeWord and HomeWord+ will
be happy to learn that they'll
be able to upgrade to new
HomeWord II for an upgrade
charge of $25.
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HomeWord II requires an
IBM or compatible computer
with 5 I 2K of RAM.
To obtain your upgrade,
mail your HomeWord or
Home Word+ disks or the title
page of your HomeWord
manual and $25 to:
Sierra On-Line
P.O. Box 485
Coarsegold CA 93614

Attn: Sales Department

See Page 40 for more information about new HomeWord II.

Customer Service (209) 683-8989 Orders 1-800-326-6654
24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
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Marketing Computer's Cover Story
on
Roberta Williains

Girls Just Want to Have Fun
But the majority of PC game publishers are ignoring them. In light of
growing competition from systems like Nintendo and the saturation of the
male market, that may be a fatal mistake.
diversifying their target markets to stress
the "other" sex.

This article is reprinted hy permission
from Ad Week's Marketing Computers,
June 1989.
by Patricia Cignarella
o
ink about the la t time you entered
a software tore or peeked into a video
arcade. Amidst the computer hobbyists and
game player , did you spot any women and
girl ? Probably few, if any.
That' no urpri e to entertainment
software marketers-it' common
knowledge that most video games and PC
software purchases are made by and for
males. Although girls are using computers
in the clas room and usage among women
in the workplace is growing, industry
leaders remain pessimistic about the longterm viability of developing products for
female .
The history of the computer game
market began with flight simulators and
hasn 't trayed very far in subject matter
ince-a good many games on the market
and in development focus on the traditional
male themes of war, sports and competition . After recovering from a major slump
earlier thi s decade , the industry never
managed to broaden its appeal beyond
teenage boys and adult male enthusiasts.
But before long, industry watchers
warn, the market for flight simulators and
asteroids could be saturated. With the evergrowing Nintendo threat, software publisher are tarting to think seriously about
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Retail sales of personal computer-based
games grew only 28.5 % between 1987 and
1988, according to Stamford, Conn.-based
Software Industry Bulletin, the newsletter of
the Digital Information Group. Retail
sales of video games
such a tho e used for
the Nintendo Entertainment System, on
the other hand, grew
100% between 1987
and 1988, partially due
to a strong Christmas.
To PC games publishers , the disparity i
alarming.
Sierra On-Line,
Inc ., a Coarsegold,
Calif.-based publisher of PC game , has
done more than think
about broadening its
market. One of
Sierra's founders is a 36-year-old mother of
two, and the company prides itself on its
success in marketing to families-not just
sons and dads, but girls and moms as well.
Roberta Williams and her husband
Ken founded the company in 1980 with a
Lory called Mystery House. Due in large
part to Roberta Williams' interactive,
emotional approach to storytelling, the

company grew from a kitchen-table
startup in 1980 to the even th largest
computer game publisher, according to
the Software lndusuy Bulletin. Sierra just
announced a 60% increase in revenues.
Whether
the company
intended to or
not, it has et
an example
for other, les
progressive,
PC games
publi hers.
While many
b:m~y surn\'t'd a
rf'Wlh in the early
companies try
'80s. Now il's going
U1rough a seeond
to convince
wa\'r or growing
l)<Ults. This lime. it's
them elves
U1reawnrd by the
sua:.·t.>sSor Nintendo..
otherwi e ,
mo t of the
user base include only a
smattering of
women. Sierra, on the
other hand ,
boast one in
every four as female users. Most of the fan
mail the company receives about its games
comes from women, says John Williams,
director of marketing and Ken Williams '
brother.
Tu~wr.un.1'1.llUSTin

With a woman as chief developer, many
of the game are genderle s. Though The
Perils of Rosella in the King 's Quest serie

Outside California 1-900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-51I3
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AN ONLINE INTERVIEW WITH
BOB JACK,
Creator of Sierra's On-Line
J n an odd departure from normal
Sierra product development, On-line
programmer Bob Jack doesn 't work at
Sierra 's offices, his products are not
produced under Sierra 's Creative Interpreter, and most important of all, Sierra's
On-Line is not a game. Bob Jack is an
Ohio programmer with ten years of experience writing telecommunications
software - programs that enable computer users to take advantage of the wide
range of goods, information and services
available online, using their home computer and their telephone .
We made contact with Bob, appropriately enough, on a computer running Sierra's
On-Line in Conference mode. The text
below was 'captured' during the interview
and transcribed 'as-is'.

BOBJACK: Yeah. California's
a11 right, but I'm an Ohio boy.
SIERRA : So you have a lot of
experience with tc programs you know how many bad ones are
out there and how many good
ones . You seemed to think there
was a need for yet another modem
software package.

SIERRA : Sounds like you don't
agree.

SIERRA : Let' s
and ZIP.

BOBJACK: I think it's for any
modem user. I wrote ten other
tc programs in the last 5 years.
This is the best.

BOBJACK : Yeah, On-Line's the
first program to include them
right in the package. The user
can
get
started
up-anddownloading stuff as soon as
they install it.

SIERRA : What do you see as the
market for it? In other words,
who's going to buy On-Line?

BOBJACK: It was one of those
funny things. I wrote this
fancy piece of code, and I sent
it to a guy I know at Tandy.
Tandy sent me to u guys .

BOBJACK: u want me to name
names? No plugs for the competition here. I've used em
a11 ... mine's different.

SIERRA : Fancy code meaning your
telecommunications package .

SIERRA : Different how ... Why
will people buy it instead of
one of the others?

did

BOBJACK : Well, I wrote it for
myself in the first place, and
it was good code, but it needed
some polish. I spent a total of
8 wks working at Sierra with
the Quality Assurance people,
kind of fine-tuning the thing,
and when it went out the door,
it was a saleable product.
SIERRA : But I'll bet you were
glad to get back home.
Summer 1989

you mean

BOBJACK : Well if u ask Sierra,
it ' s for 'the new modem user' .

BOBJACK : There sure was.

SIERRA: What other tc programs
have u used?

SIERRA : Right ... So why
Tandy send you to us?

SIERRA : I see what
about 'simple' .

And that's only the first
thing. So you have a program
that gets you online, what the
heck do you do after that? With
On-Line, you get a step-by-step
tour through a BBS, and one
through signing on with CompuServe. It's like you had someone looking over your shoulder
helping you.

SIERRA : Hello BobJack! How did
you and Sierra get together?

BOBJACK : Yeah, only my tc package was called DynoCom. Yours
[Sierra's] is On-Line. There
were a lot of changes before we
got through.

something like 6 steps just to
get to conference mode. I wrote
On-Line to do it in 1 step. Push
one button and you're there.

not

forget ARC

SIERRA : Why did you write OnLine to work with Tandy's DeskMate?
BOBJACK : Well it can stand
alone, too, but I wrote it for
DeskMate because there are
something like 22 leading
software companies marketing
or developing DeskMate applications right now, including Lotus.

BOBJACK : Well,
I'm just a
programmer here, so I don' t
know what makes people buy
things, but I hope they'd buy
it for the same reasons I wrote
it. I wrote it to do what I
wanted a tc program to do, and
the others didn't.

BOBJACK: Right . So On- Line ' s in
pretty good company.

SIERRA :
stance?

SIERRA : It sure is.
Bob. Got to go now .

Like

what,

for

in-

BOBJACK : Like I hate having to
enter a lot of script language
to run a tc program, when it
should be simple. Everything
you need should just be in there
already and you push a couple
of buttons and away you go. When
I used to use P--M, it took me

SIERRA : Lotus 1-2-3 that runs
from DeskMate?

BOBJACK : Anytime. Bye.
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Marketing Computers, continued from page 22
is a fairy tale with a woman as "hero," the
story is also an adventure, a format which
traditionally appeals to boys. ln Leisure
Suit Larry, men discovered the desperate
pursuits of a love-less playboy. Crude
Larry also appeals to women because the
story pokes fun at sex-starved macho types
and the dating scene. Mother Goose, a
game for five-year-olds, gives players a
chance to choose a boy or girl protagonist.
The rest of the industry is hardly as
innovative, though some attempts have
been made to feature women as
protagonists in games. Where in the World
is Carmen Sandiego ? by Broderbund is an
example of a game that appeals to both
males and females and even manages to
educate players about geography. But
marketing managers and CEOs abound
who acknowledge that most of their
development efforts center on male tastes.
As profits wane and video's share of the
entertainment software market approaches
55%, many PC game publishers may be
forced to develop non-traditional products.
"Software publishers are too quick to
slap down development dollars on an easy,
short-tenn target. The world is made up of
more people that 14-year-old boys. Unless
PC game publisher's diversify their target
markets, the industry will hit the wall,"
says Brenda Laurel a San Jose, Calif.-based
game design consultant and a selfproclaimed "interactivist."
The root of the problem, some say, is
cultural. Until recently, high-technology
professions have been dominated by males.
Outside of work, men, not women, have
traditionally been the ones to tinker with
machines. Thus one of the reasons for a
lack of diversity in game design is the
demographics of the developers themselves. The games they produce are about
subjects with which they are fascinated.
Many of the games are technical and take
hours to learn, let alone win.
"Most of the people who fantasize about
flying jets around and commanding submarines are boys and men," says Paul
Saffo, research fellow, lnstitute for the Future, Menlo Park, Calif. "The games give
them a chance to indulge in something they
could previously only fantasize about."
Even when new games receive an enthusiastic response by women at trade
shows, getting the women into retail stores
to buy the oftware is no easy task.
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Spectrum Holobyte, an Alameda, Calif.suspicion was that the market for games
targeted specifically at women just wasn 't
based division of Sphere lnc., distributes
Tetris , a puzzle game developed in the
there. Other marketers disagree.
Soviet Union. Though the company is con"Most women who use computers are
fident that 30-55% of Tetris players are
not the type of women who read romance
women, warranty cards indicate that 85%
novels. Why would they buy romance
of purchasers are men.
novel software?" asks Bing Gordon, vp
According to Carl Morrishaw, assistant
of marketing at San Mateo Calif.-based
manager at a New York Software Etc. store,
Electronic Arts, a game company .
most of the women who enter the store
Women who own and use computers tend
purchase productivity software. About four
to be achievement-oriented, using the
out of 10 game buyers are women, but half
machines for work or as an educational
tool, according to the compnay 's focus
of them indicate that they are buying the
game for a child or as a gift for someone
groups. "If they even have time for readel e. If this is the case
Kathy Skinner, Maryland, submitted this cartoon.
in New York, a city
where many women
<»ELL, 11''4/Jl<S Foll, (~A ~G J 11(!, Me Fev/-1 p. Fl?L)(-.
use computers at
TQ) GAt> ':.IDciRc IJOTrioJJc; &.IT A S i MPd: Pt::ASA.U•
work, the number of
G1P.L. ~u. c.Ml ~ 111c: L.•TTLE c.e.:-...01-1 A·; 1+
women buying games
in other regions of the
U.S. is probably much
lower.
Getting women
into software stores to
buy games for themselves is feasible, say
some publishers.
"Women shop at B.
Dalton, Sam Goody
and Radio Shack, why
not Egghead?" says
Jordan Sachs, vice
president and general
\
manager of Britannica
Software, a San Francisco, Calif.,-based
subsidiary of Encyclopedia Britannica.
Sachs• opinions
.;
are more than just
talk-alongwithPhilipAdam,presidentof
ing fiction, they don't read cheap novels
Specturm HoloByte, and other publishers,
off the drug store rack."
Sachs hopes to hold a major event that he
Gordon has found that many women are
thinks will help get women into software
opposed to playing games on principle.
stores. By organizing a "Women's Day"
Women who use computers for producwith a major chain of software stores, the
tivity see games as a waste of time. Women
publishers hope to promote their games
in the educational segment consider the
and improve female computer literacy.
computer a device for family learning and
If getting a piece of each woman's disview games as almost a pernicious incretionary dollar is what some publishers
fluence. Men on the other hand, think of
are after, they must first determine the
pilot games as educational, says Gordon.
types of games women might find fun.
One of the problems with trying to target women is the Jack of an affordable
lnfocom Inc., a subsidiary of Menlo Park,
Calif-based Mediagenic, tried selling
media vehicle. Most software game pubPlundered Hearts, a romance novel-type
lishers cannot afford to advertise in
game. When the game flopped , Infocom's
magazines like Family Circle or
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Mademoiselle, where there is no guarantee
that readers own computers. Since television
advertising is out of the question, the only
realistic option is direct mail. Here again,
finding new users means finding out who
owns computers and what they use them for.
If the answer lies in product development for machines with which women feel
comfortable, almost no companies have addressed that issue. Nor have they explored
the possible benefit women might gain in
playing computer games in their spare time,
says Ron Kaatz, professor of advertising at
Northwestern University's Medill School
of Journalism.
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----One thing women want, says Roberta
Williams, is creative story-telling games
that allow the player to interact with real
personalities. Williams, who considers herself more of a screenplay writer than a
product developer, is putting the finishing
touches on The Colonel's Bequest, a
my tery game that is a hybrid of an Agatha
Christie murder and Nancy Drew mystery
story. Set in the 1920s in the mansion of a
dying old colonel, Laura Bow, a college
girl , ets out to find a criminal. The story is
peppered with murders as the colonel's
relatives and friends squabble over who
will inherit his money. For now, Sierra OnLine is counting on overlap users from
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King's Quest. John Williams estimates that
about 35-40% of King's Quest IV players
are female.

of the Computer Learning Foundation,
Palo Alto, Calif. "If it takes games to get
girls started, I'm all for it."

The perfect product--one that women
will buy exclusively for themselves-has
yet to be developed. Sierra On-Line has
made strides in that direction. But small
companies can 't afford to take too many
risks in developing products just for
women. The lack of good studies on the
demographics of female game players
makes it all the more difficult.

Mediagenic, one of the largest entertainment software companies, concedes that
the market for computer games is flattening
out, though it denies that expanding its
market to include women is the answer. The
company reported a 60% drop in net income for its fiscal year ending March 31 ,
and Chairman and CEO Bruce Davis says
the company is backing off from PC games.
Within two years, he plans on refocusing
the business to emphasize video games and
presentation tools.

According to a survey of 170 women
conducted at Northwestern University
under the supervision of Kaatz, just under
half the women
surveyed had not
played a video or
computer game in
the last two years.
However, the vast
majority said they
would play if a
game existed that
interested them.
When asked to
comment on what
kind of games
would appeal to
them, the most
popular response
was games involving simulations of
social situations.
The second
most popular suggestion was sports
games, such as volleyball and scuba
diving, crew, bike
racing and tennis.
Third were games
about
fashion
design and shopping. A close fourth was
mystery/adventure games. The big losers:
fighter pilot simulations, space battles and
exercise games.
In an industry where product development is synonymous with marketing, why
bother investing marketing dollars in women
and girls when they show little interest in playing the majority of games? The answer,
analysts agree, is that somewhere in the 1980s,
women and girls have become computer
literate through office work and education.

"PCs will never have the penetration
into homes that video games do ," says
Davis. Nintendo sets , which sell for
$99.95 with a game pack, are far cheaper
and easier to use.
Unlike a number of smaller software
publishers, Davis is a firm believer that
women , and girls to some extent, are not
a viable market for either computer or
video games. Yet when asked why, Davis
vaguely responds that "profound" differences in the sexes imply an inclination
for men to play computers games and for
women to shun them.
If Davis' statement were true, women
would probably also have an inclination to
shun computers, and Apple Computer
wouldn 't have bothered featuring a pregnant woman in one of its TV ads. According
to a nationwide survey conducted by Simmons Market Research Bureau, New York,
45% of adults who use PCs in the home are
female. In another survey by San Josebased Dataquest, researchers found that
29% of the homes with computers had a
female as the primary user.

Software publishers who write off the
female market as a waste of resources
should think twice. If a growing number of
women are using PCs at home, innovative
product development and aggressive
marketing just might convince women
users to take a breather from their word
processing and household demands to have
some fun.
"Game companies are making a big
mistake by concluding that women don't
Like games just because they don ' t like
the games that are available, " says
Laurel.
0

"Computers are a critical tool to the
education of every child in this countrynotjust boys," says Sally Bowman, director
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King's Quest W
Master Adventurer Contest Winners
TRIP FOR TWO TO ENGLAND
Peter Strumolo, New York.
TANDY TL COMPUTERS
Larry Crimmins, Arizona
Chad Fisher, Pennsylvania
Winnie Larsen, Denmark

2000 others won either a free software product or a free T-Shirt.
For a list of winners, write to Master Adventurer Contest, Sierra
On-Line, Box 485 , Coarsegold, CA 93614.

Peter and his wife, Maribeth, hal'ing tea at an
English Castle

AD LIB
MUSIC SYNTHESIZER CARD
With enhanced sound, you'll be
able to hear the full effect of Sierra's
dazzling music soundtracks and
dozens of realistic sychronized sound
effects.
Find out more about the AdLib
Music Synthe izer Card by ordering
Sierra' Music Demonstration cassette ($1.95 for shipping and
handling).

T

alee advantage of the ound
potential of your personal
computer with an AdLib
Music Synthe izer card.
Powerful, yet affordable, the AdLib
card utilizes the ame music synthesizer
found on many popular electronic keyboards to enrich computer sound and
bring your game to life.
Sierra game now feature full stereo
soundtrack compo ed and performed
by such professionals as Hollywood
composer William Goldstein and

Adventure games never ounded
like this.
Call Sierra and order your
Demo cassene today!
Supenramp' Bob Siebenberg. These
games support the Adlib music
ynthesizer card and other sound cards.
You can al o use the AdLib Music
Synthesizer Card to compo emu ic of
your own on your own personal computer.

Phone Orders
1-800-326-6654
Outside the U.S. (209) 683-4468
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. (PST)
Monday through Friday

AdLib Music Synthesizer Card is $175.00. AdLib Music Synthesizer with Visual Composer is $245.00
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by John Williams

MS-DOS
GOING ON-LINE (Finally!)
WITH SIERRA
m
odems-once exotic hardware
items that only the wealthy cou ld afford
and only the technically minded could use
-are now becoming a commonplace ight
on desks around the world. If you don't
own one yet, chances are you know someone who does.* Everywhere you go these
days, people are getting in touch with the
many information services that exist to
make your home or business telephone a
direct pipeline to goods, services and information of all kinds.
Modem programs, the applications
needed to make your computer and your
telephone able to understand one another,
have been around for quite a few years too,
but it seemed that if the program was complete enough to be useful, it was too complex and intimidating for the average user
to want to tackle; one look at a two- or
three-inch thick manual, and most people
decided they weren't really al l that interested in going online, anyway. On the other
hand, programs that attempted to be 'user
friendly' were seldom complete enough to
be practical.
While software designers were trying
(but not succeeding) to find a middle
ground, the price of modems was dropping
steadily, and the range and quality of
software and services available online was
growing dramatically. The only thing
standing in the way of a real telecommunications revolution was the software.
That's where things stood on telecommunications for the average computer user
until about five months ago.
Last April , Sierra president Ken Williams received a phone call from a fellow
in Burbank, Ohio by the name ofBob Jack.
Awumn 1989

Bob was a veteran programmer with an
e tablished track record in telecommunications software. He had designed a
modem program that included more useful
features than any previous application of
its type, yet was incredibly easy to use.
When we got a copy, we proved to ourselves just how easy it was by sitting down
and using it; we were online in minutes,
and all we did was push a few onscreen
buttons with a mouse pointer!
As yo u might imagine, On-Line
generated quite a bit of excitement around
the halls of Sierra. Here was a product that
would make the online universe of free
software, useful services and shared interests available to a much wider audience
than ever before. With a program this easy,
convenient, and inexpensive, going online
would be within the reach of anyone with
a computer and a telephone. Ken knew he
wanted Sierra to market thi remarkable
new program.
Bob flew out from Ohio and worked
with Sierra personnel to make Sierra's OnLine the best product of its kind available.
We didn't quite succeed in turning him into
a Californian, but when he left for Ohio,
we had a product we could all be proud of.
For the first time in the history of telecommunications software, a modem program
had been developed that combined
thoroughness with ease of use to bring the
world of electronic communications as
close to every computer user as his or her
telephone.

information services and new friends at the
push of a button.
*If you are not yet familiar with modems
and how they work, see the article on page 39:
' What, Exactly, is a Modem, Anyway?'

SIERRA ANNOUNCES
SUPPORT FOR NEW
MUSIC OUTPUT DEVICE

G31Ile Blaster Card
As regular readers of the Sierra' News
Magazine already know, Sierra was a
pioneer in the field of mu ic card support,
and has already made a commitment to
support owner of IBM Music Feature,
Roland MT-32, and Ad lib Music cards with
future SCI based Sierra products. Now
Sierra announces support of a new music
standard to give you a wide range of music
output to choose from.
Silicon Valley based Creative Mu ic Systems has made tremendous trides in making
their output device-Dame Blaster- a new
industry standard. IL has already sold in
thousands of computer and software stores
across the country, and this Christmas it will
be carried by most Radio Shack stores (Radio
Shack is the largest chain of electronic
specialty stores in the Country, if not the
world!). With upport like this, their music
card will be hard to ignore. Music drivers for
Game Blaster cards are already available on
the Sierra BBS, and future SCI products will
also support the cards.

If you have been curious about
electronic communications, but hesitant to
invest in the hardware and software
needed to take the first steps, there has
never been a better time or an easier way
to do it. Your computer and telephone,
together with a modem and Sierra's OnLine, will open up a whole new world of
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PHONE ORDERS

1-800-326-6654
1 A.M. TO 9 P.M. (PSl)

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Outside the U.S. (209) 683-4468
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MACINTOSH
SIERRA SEES DELAYS ON
HELICOPTER
SIMULATOR FOR MAC

Concentrates Efforts On
Moving SCI Development
Language to the Macintosh
We are embarrassed to repon that 3-D
Heli copter Simulator for Macinto s h.
which wa promi sed in the last issue of the
Sierra ewsleller, has been delayed indefinitely.
As avid Sierra fan know, the 1989
debut of Sierra's SCI development language changed the face of animated adven-

ture games forever. Products written under
SCI , including Leisure Suit Lany II, King's
Quest IV, Police Quest II and Space Quest
Ill , have been megahits on both MS-DOS
and Atari ST sy terns.
Sierra is working hard to move SCI to
the Macintosh o that owners of these
machines can experience the incredible
difference of our new line of adventures.
It has become necessary for John Hartin ,
programmer of the 3-D Heli copter
Simulator, to abandon that project to assist
in development of SCI for the machine.
According to Sierra President Ken Wil1iams " .. .3-D Helicopter Simulator could

have been a major product for Sierra [and
till might be at some later dateJ ....SCI for

Macintosh, and the re ulting products that
will come when Si erra complete th e
Macinto h development, will be a
cornerstone for Sierra 's future. We hope
that John [Hartin l will have signi fi cant
positive impact on SCI so that he can go
back and complete the H e licopt er
Simulator project at a later date."
Interested reader can find out more
about SCI and how it will impact future
Sierra development by reading "The Official Book of King 's Qu es t" by Don
Trivette (Compute Book ). An excerpt
from the book on the importance of SCJ
was included in the Spring '89 edition of
the Sierra Newsletter.

AMIGA
SCI Products Come
Through in Spite of Program
Delays
In the la L issue of the Sierra Newsletter,
this column included a bold announcement
of the completion of Sierra's Creative Interpreter and imminent relea e of Leisure
Suit Lany II and Space Quest Ill for the
Amiga.
Like most bold announcement of upcoming product completions and imminent

product releases, this one turned out to be
wrong.
Sierra' Amiga SCI project was not
complete in May (as originally scheduled),
and the product didn 't hit the street in June
(as previously announced). Both the
schedule and the release date were dealt a
punishing blow by the departure of one
Amiga programmer - Jim Heintz, who left
Sierra to complete tudy requirements for
his degree. Sierra pulled in other programming staff to replace Jim, but the project

remained 4 to 6 month behind schedul e.
As Programming Manager Dale Carlson
put it, "Maki ng oftware i a lot like
making a baby. You can't put nine mothers
on the project and have a baby in one
month."
Despite the delays, however, the SCI
Amiga project is finally showing re ult .
Space Quest Ill i due to ship in November
(no, really! ), and Leisure Suit Larry II in
October. Watc h thi
pace for further
developments and future product .

APPLEIIGS
SIERRA TO RELEASE
MANHUNTER: SAN
FRANCISCO

Possible End of the Line for
IIGS Products?
For the past year, Sierra has made a
seriou s study of the internal of the pre ently configured Apple IJGS, and has had
many meeting to discuss and review the
future product enhancements for the
machine. After months of study, Sierra has
di continued development effort to
produce its SCI development sy tern for
the computer.
l11is decision put the possibility of future Sierra game product for the Apple
IIGS in doubt. SCI is the platform for the
vast majority of Sierra's product line, and
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without it future products will not be
forthcoming.

last JIGS project outstanding on the Sierra
programming schedule.

"Sierra's last big prog ramming platforn1, the AGI development y tern, wa
converted to the Apple IIGS and made
possible products like the King's Quest
series, Leisure Suit Larry and Mixed-Up
Mother Goose ...." explained Sierra President Ken William . "The SCI development
lang uage, Sierra's new development platform, is ju t too big and too complex for
the relatively slow CPU of the Apple IlGS
machine. We don 't ee a major upgrade
coming along soon to so lve the problem."

In closing William s noted, "The intent
in clo ing down the HGS SCI deve lopment project is not to di scontinue upport
of th e Apple ll...I've been a n Apple
owner my elf for well over a decade. I've
owned not one, but two Apple I' , I purchased one of the first ever Apple 11 's.

As it stand , Manhunter: San Francisco,
which i scheduled for relea e in early fall,
could be Sierra' la t adventure game
product for th e IIGS . Manhunter:San
Francisco wa s built u ing the AG!
development language, and currently is the

" Th e bottom lin e is that the SCI
deve lopment system just won't work on
the Apple IIGS a it is pre ently configured. When Apple upgrades th e
machine. or when th ere are e nou g h
owner of the Applied Engineering
Tran warp board to cou nt on it in mo t
mac hines, Sierra will re ume development. It is my hope that Apple will see
th e co n s um e r need out there and
re pond."
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APPLE II Family of Computers
Screenwriter II, a powerful, multi-featured word processing program for the
Apple II family of computers, and The
General Manager, a fully-customizable
Data Base Manager, are now being di -

tributed and supported by Aspen Data Sy terns

Aspen Data Systems
P.O. Box 567

Also see box on page 17.

Driggs ID 83422

For more information call or write:

(209) 354-8185

ATARI ST
phasis on text me sages and input, have had
limited succes there.

SIERRA PLANS
INTRODUCTION OF 3-D
ANIMATED ADVENTURE
GAMES IN GERMAN
LANGUAGE

Looking ahead to the emergence of the
united European market and growth of
computers overseas, Sierra is looking
ahead with plans to introduce its best selling animated adventure games in a number
of foreign languages. German language
conversions are already underway, with
other languages including French and
Japanese planned.

It's no secret among owner of Atari's
flagship ST line of computers that the big
sales of their machine are in Europe. Germany, in particular, has been a big market
for Atari, and it has been mainly because of
thi support that the Atari has continued to
be an aggre ive player in personal computing.

According to Sierra customer support
manager Liz Jacob : "The language barrier
in Europe has made for some frustrated
player . Although many Europeans know
enough English to get their point across in
a letter or communicate on the telephone,
the confines of our parsing system have
been a problem. I am, frankly, very
surprised with how many Europeans have
been able to play our games, but I know the
potential market i much larger."

For a full impact of Europe's importance to Atari, a quick look at the U.S.
oftware shelves shows that a number of
the Atari bestsellers in productivity and
education originated on the European continent.
De pile the glowing picture of the ST in
France, Germany and beyond, to date Sierra has had very little to gain by the burgeoning European market for ST software.
Sierra adventure game , with their em-

Also cited a a barrier, were the basic
differences between U.S. and European
culture. "The Police Quest games are a
great example," states Liz. "When we

Americans need a cop, we dial 91 1 for
emergency. Information i 411 or 5551212. All of these number appear in
Police Quest games, and to a German or an
Australian, they don't mean a thing."
For this reason, Sierra's foreign language development team is made up of
not just translators, but con ultants that
know the countries where the software
will be selling. They not only change the
text, but sometimes re-arrange puzzle
solutions. In perhaps the most difficult
translation now underway, jokes and innuendo from Leisure Suit Larry games
are undergoing rigorous re-write to be
properly ribald forthe more liberal
European audience.
Sierra expects to ship its fir t German
language product sometime after
Christma , with other language versions lo
be made available based on demand. Information on how schools in the U.S. can get
hold of these foreign language versions to
upplement class materials will be published in a future issue of the Sierra
Magazine.

Product Shipping Schedule
TITLE

October 1989 November 1989 December 1989 .lanuarv 1990

rodenamP: Iceman
The Colonel's Beauest
Conauests of Camelot
Gold Rush!
HelicoDter Simulator
Hero's Ouest
Hovle's Book of Games
Kinr>'s n.,est JV
Leisure Suit Larrv II
LeisurP <;;,,;, Larrv Ill
Man/11111ter: San Francisco
Ma11hunter: New York

IBM

IBM

Atari ST
IBM
Annie llE/IIC

lBM 2.0
IBM
Atari ST
Macintosh
Amiga
IBM
Macintosh

Ami1rn

Annie UGS

Apple IJE/llC &
Macinto~h

Police Ouest II
Sorcerian f£(;AJ
Svace Ouest Ill
Th exder

Macintosh
IBM
Amiirn
Macintosh

PLEASE NOTE: Computer software development is a very inexact science. The projected ship dales above are provided for general information only,
and should not be depended on. Sierra On-Line. Inc., and publishers of computer software in general, have a very poor track record of meeting projected
hipping schedules.
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President's Corner, continued from page 4
entative place an ordinary appearing CD
into a device, the CDI player, which looked
like a conventional CD player. The COi
player wa attached to an ordinary
television et and home tereo. But that's
where adjectives like conventional and ordi11G1y dropped completely out of my
vocabulary. Because what came on the
screen next wa omething I had never
een before!
The first demonstration was of a golf
game. Were I watching a golf tournament
on televi ion the creen might have looked
typical. But I wa n't. It wa a game. The
golfer I wa controlling was a real person;
the scenery was an actual photographed
golf course; and the surrounding ound
came from a real golf cour e. Once I struck
the ball, the camera followed the ball onto
the fairway. Had I blown the hot, a golf
pro would have come on creen to give me
tip for better play.
The next demonstration was a tour of the
Smithsonian Institute in Wa hington. U ing
the mou e to guide yourself, you wander
through the Smith onian. Those who have
attached video di c player to their TV's are
already familiar with the uperb visual
quality to be had. What makes thi disc the
next be t thing to being at the Smithsonian
and light year ahead of a video tape is the
feeling of being in control. YOU decide what
exhibits you want to look at. YOU decide
how long to pend at each exhibit and which
button you want to press. Accompanying
you on your journey i a narrator who, with

one of those wonderful voice we remember from the documentaries back in grade
chool, gives us as much, or as little information a we'd like about each exhibit.

the variou plaything . The child's face in
the mirror watches the hand as it moves
around and giggles as you play. AU of the
various toy are completely functional.

My favorite demon tration of a COi
disc was omething they were just tinkering around with and which f'm not even
sure was ever meant to be a real product.
Do you remember the Fisher-Price crib
toys that hang on the side of a crib and are
loaded with dozen of things to do: Amirror, something fun to pin, a rattle, etc.?
What they had done wa to photograph one
of these plastic toys and then animate it. In
the mirror was a real little girl 's reflection.
Using the mouse you control a full size little
girl's hand which can be used to manipulate

That' the demonstration that really
woke me up. Because J was watching one
of the first computer games so simple any
preschooler could have fun. The great
thing about having television quality
graphics and ound in computer product
i that we can open computer usage to a
much broader group of people. To be
honest, computers are awfully hard to use
for a great many people. In fact , an alarming percentage of our population doesn 't
read very well. These future product will
allow even the confirmed couch potato to
use a computer, as never before.
As with any new consumer technology,
COi may or may not be a success. The
players are awfully expen ive at a projected
price of $1,000, although thi can be expected to come down rapidly over time. We
believe COi to be a clear indicator of the
direction the wind i blowing.
At Sierra, we have started experimenting with what our games will look like with
speech and television quality graphic .
We're delighted by this next evolutionary
advance for the industry and hope that you
will enjoy the experiences it allow us to
bring you.
Thank You

f- Vrl
Ken Williams

0

Darby McDevitt, Washington, submitted this cartoon
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Take a joy ride with CH Products Joysticks.
Whether you're trying to make a pin-point landing,
get a MIG off your tail or do some serious computer
design work, not just any stick will do. You want a
joystick that will perform . Always.
CH Joysticks outlast other joysticks by 100 times,
feature the highest system compatibility and are the
most precise controllers in the industry. That's not
just our opinion. Consumers, dealers and editors
consistently choose CH Products' Joysticks and
related products " Number l " over all the others.
The new MACH I™series offers the lowest price-point
in the industry. MACH II™ and MACH III™, with
exciting new features and a full year warranty are the
nation's best sellers. GAMECARD III PLUS™provides
the widest range of compatibility (from a PC at 4.77
Mhz to a Compaq 386 at 20 Mhz) at a new low price.
MIRAGE™and MACH IV PLUS™offer joystick/mouse
interfaces for all Apple II and Macintosh computers .
And the new FLIGHTSTICK™, which promises to
bring a whole new realm of excitement to your flight
simulator programs.

1988 A+ Magazine Readers' Choice Award
1987 PC Magazine Editor's Choice

So call your dealer today. He's on a joy ride too.
Credit card orders call
1-800-624-5804 .
California residents call
1-800-262-2004 .
A Division of Joystick Technologies, Inc.
1225 Stone Drive
San Marcos, CA 92069
For more information or a complete product brochure,
call (619) 744-8546

Available for all Apple and IBM Computers including Macintosh and PS/ 2 series.
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SJLPHEED

IS

EXHILIRATING!
- Computer Gaming World

JAPANESE INVADE
U.S. AIRSPACE•

T

A llEW llllD OF
JAPAllESE IMPORT

he latest exciting import from Japan is
not a turbo 4WD sportscar -- it's
something even better. SILPHEED
Super Dogfighter, imported by Sierra
On-Line from Game Arts of Japan , is
bringing new levels of excitement to arcade
action computer games. Following in the wake
of Sierra 's bestselling Game
Arts import THEXDER , this
sensational new action
game goes far
beyond ordinary
arcade entertainment.

AlOllE AIAlllST A
lHOUSAllD EllEMIES
On the way lo the fina l, thrilling combat,
you 'II baule superior fire power and
devastating odds, as the terrorist gang sends
hip after ship to destroy you. Use deep-space
ship tenders lo add weapons, shields, and
power, but beware - your enemie become
stronger and more powerful as you do!
Twemy levels of action rake you from fortress
mazes 10 deep space in your quest for a deadly
enemy.

llOllSTOP
ARCADE ACTIOll
YOU HA YE IEEll CHOSEll
You're the pilot of experimental spacecraft
Super Dogfighter SILPHEED, and the only
hope to defeat a gang of galactic terrorists
equipped with a fleet of powerful ship and an
ar enal of dead Iy weapons .
Can you get the weapon and power you
need to baule your way through 20 level of
game play to a final winner-take-all
confrontation with the terrorists · superbanleships .

Confront 30 differem enem1el, each with its
own speeial weapons and equipment. as you
struggle to wrest coll/ml of the galcuy from
Xacalite and his mmums.

From breakneck close-quarters nights
through fort ress mazes to sensational battles in
deep space, the action never stops as you
baule overwhelming odds to defeat anything
and everything the enemy sends against you.
You are Super Dogfighter SILPHEF.D, and
you won't rest until you have faced the
ultimate banleship in ultimate combat for the
freedom of the galaxy, and emerged
victorious.

Roberta Williams , continued from page 3

the process? Every level of specialist will
have input and an impact on the end
result.
That is the job of a director. What f
do-and it will probably be differentiated
in the future-is probably best compared
with a creen writer AND a director. In the
movies you don't generally see the
screenwriter and director as one. You do
occasionally-Steven Spielberg many
times writes his own stuff, directs it, and
produces it. But usually a screenwriter

The Colonel's Bequest

writes a script and sends it on, and never
sees it again. And may not recognize it
when it comes out. The director is the person that gets the script, interprets it in his
or her own way, casts it according to ideas
in his head, and then directs the acting the
way the ideal in his head thinks it should
be-camera ang le , sweeping vistas ,
whatever he sees in his head. It i up to the
director to be sure it comes out, and he
works with a lot of technical people-the
camera man, the editing department, the
actors, the costumers, the set design ,
everybody. So the job of a director is to take
that initial idea from somebody else and to
take in the creative ideas from the other
people and put it together without getting
it jumbled up into a mess. To try to sort of
guide it along.

So you function as both writer and
director and work with a team of
specialists to get your vision onto the
computer screen.
Actually, you don't want to be a tyrant
and have things ju t your way. You try to
get the most creative people you can to
work on your project- your movie or your
game- you get the talents you want, and
then you drnw upon their ideas and talents
to enhance your product, hopefu 11 y, but you
also have the ultimate say so because if you
don ' t, you then get a jumble, a mess, chaos.

A11111m11
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ft is a talent in it elf just working with
creative types and getting something out.

Your first game, Mystery House, was
very much a partnership between you
and Ken. There is almost a legend that
has grown up about that first one-Ken
and Roberta Williams and the kitchen
table. Is there still a partnership between
the two of you?
Oh, ye . In the first game we did everything. At the time we did not even know
what was going to happen. It was sort of a
thing we were doing as a hobby almost. But
when it looked like it was going to tum into
something bigger, possibly a company, we
did have to decide who has what role.
Becau e we both wanted to be involved.
Right off the bat I knew that I did not want
to run the company. Just let me write
games, that is what I want to do. When we
hired our first employees, I pretty much
butted right out of the management. I
didn ' t want in it at all, at all. I like to write
the games. I like to work with the people
that are working with me on the games.
That's what I like to do and that's all I want
to do. However, I do keep up on what's
happening. I think I am a lot more involved
in the company than people think. I don't
know people individually, but Ken keeps
me in touch with what is going on. We talk
about it all the time. So I have advice but I
try to keep it within the Board of Directors
framework . As a member of the board, my
opinion is ...
It probably goes the other way too,

when you and your team are working on
the games.
Yes, sometimes he will suggest that I do
this or that. And I might...or I might not.

Do you plan to re-release any of those
early games you did? That would
probably involve a total rewrite to do so.
Oh it would . It would be not just
adding pictures and messages, but the
designs would have to be updated .
They are pretty simpli tic. Our
designs are a lot more complicated
now. the plot are better and longer,
the characters are more developed
and have more personalities , and
have more dialog. The stories have
more climatic ending . The older
de ign were "you go from here to
there, and along the way you gather
some treasure."

The only one I have really considered
ever bringing back, and I've talked to Ken
about it, i Time Zone . That was the first
game where we actually used outside artists, that I didn't do the art, because I' m
not an artist.

I didn't realize you did the art on the
first one.
Oh yes, (chuckles) I did the art. Ken and I
did everything. Time 'Zone was the first with
outside art, so in that way it looks a little better
than the first ones. The design on Time 'Zone
was good and up-to-date. In fact , if anything,
in tead of upgrading that design, it would
almost have to be downgraded because it was
o intricate and difficult and long. That game
had 1400 rooms, and the average game now
has maybe 90. So it was huge, huge, huge.

The Colonel's Bequest

But the story was interesting, too. It fit
together real well. To redo Time 'Zone would
bea big job.

You are always going to be in some
way associated with King's Quest.
Well, the real truth is that I've not
done only King 's Quest. I've gotten
typecast with that genre-fairy tales,
Mother Goose . I've done 14 games,
and not all of them have been Kin g 's
Quest. In fact my first game was a murder mystery. The first game that the
company started with was called
Mystery House , and that wa a murder
mystery. The Colonel's Bequest is a lot
like mystery house . If you look at ju st
the basic facts of the two torie they
are very similar. So I obviously had the
tory in my head, and it is just coming
out a second time. I've done science
fiction-Time Zone was a time travel
game. I've done more than just King 's
Quest , but I'm known best for King 's
Quest , I guess.
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Roberta Williams, continued from page 33

Now I'm going to try to get a hint fron
you: can we expect another King's
Quest?
Yes, you can expect another one.

Many of your fans seem to feel a personal relationship to King Graham in
particular. Do you have that kind of
relationship with him.
Oh, actually, it's funny, but personally I
think I feel more of a relation hip with
Rosella. I feel more in tune with her.

Editor's Note : Both Rosella and King
Graham are partners to play against in the
Hoyles Game coming out soon. /'ve seen a
preview of King Graham. in his familiar
cap and feather, smilinR or frowning over
the cards dealt to him.

Recently you were on the cover of Ad
Week 's Marketing Computers. The article was about women as a specific
audience for computer games. I
wondered what type of games you think
are specifically for women. (Editor's
note: This article is reprinted on paf?e 22)
That's a tough one.

Yes, I know it is.
Women a a target audience ... if someone really wanted to think about.... (She

stopped and pondered a moment, then was
hack with a rush of words.) This is where it
gets really tough : what is a computer game,

The Colonel's Beqllest

first of all? I it an arcade game, or an
adventure game like ours, or sim ulation, or
a board game? What is a game? What is it
we are talking about if we say computer
oftware game or entertainment? You have
to break it down into different groups. If
you say a game is a strategy game like cards
or chess or checkers-not the war strategy
games, but the board game or card strategy
type-women enjoy that type just as much
as men. But of course you are not targeting
women specifically. Now, ay you arc a
Page 36

company that does simulations. If they
want to target women, they would have a
lot harder time finding a simulation that
women would enjoy. I don't think that mo t
women enjoy trying to fly an airplane and
blow people up, or to guide submarines.
Some do, of course, but as a general rule I
don't think women enjoy doing that any
more than most men enjoy reading
romance novels.
In that article I said "Women want creative storytelling games and interaction with
personalities." However, I've never subscribed necessarily to the theory of trying
to find a game or software or entertainment
that appeals only to women. I think that is
kind of degrading, per onally. If someone
were to say "Let's do a romance, and get
the women to buy it," I wouldn't ubscribe
to that. l ju t would say, "For-get it." What
I like to do with our company is to think of
products, at least the ones that I do, that
would appeal to everybody. Some of our
game appeal to familie - King 's Quest JV
and Goldrush are two games that families
might work on together. But not all of the
games are geared for families. Colonel's
Bequest I don't think of as a family game,
I thinkofthatasan adult game. I don 'tthink
of it as men or women. I'm hoping it is a
good murder mystery and it doesn't matter
if you are a man or a woman.

From the mail I've seen I notice that
some families do work on games
together.
Yes, and that is good, but we do not
want to do everything that way. I like our
company to do a little bit of everything.
Mother Goose, for example, is for the
younger et. It is not meant for older
brother and sisters or parents, unless they
want to sit down with them. It is mainly for
the little kid. And I designed it so that a
little boy or a little girl would enjoy it
equally as well. Now Police Quest, on the
other hand, is pretty strongly for male,
teens on up. And that is fine. We don 't want
to forget them, either. And King 's Quest
and probably Space Quest and Goldrush
are more family oriented. Leisure Suit
Larry is for both men and women, but not
necessarily for kids. The Colonel's Bequest is for men and women and not necessarily for kids. Hoyle again i. for the whole
family. So we don't like to do just one thing
for the same group of people over and over
and over again. You want to branch off and

do different things and catch different
audiences. As long as the unifying thing is
that it is all of high quality. There is a
certain standard that we must meet.
Danny Hulleman , Canada,
submitted this cartoon (age 13)
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I wondered if you had gotten very
much feedback about King's Quest IV,
specifically about Rosella as the main
character?
You know what's funny about that is
that I really thought I would. I thought there
would be some controversy with it, that
maybe guy or boys would write in and say,
" I don ' t want to be a girl," or that maybe
critics, reviewers, might say something
about it, either pro or con. But the truth of
the matter is , and this is what really
urprised me, i that I personally have not
heard much about it. It 's Iike it hasn't really
been an is ue, and I worried about it while
I was designing the game. I wondered if it
was going to be accepted. I thought it might
be controversial. It hadn 't been done in our
indu try to have a girl heroine, and I
thought it would get a lot of attention. It has
gotten some, but nothing really dramatic.
People responded to King 's Quest JV, but
very few of them made mention of a
woman heroine. They liked that it was still
Graham's family but it was as if they didn 't
care or didn 't notice specifically a woman.

0111.1ide Californio 1-900-370 -KUJE I /11side 1-900-370-5113
24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
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Do you have time to play any computer games yourself.
Nooo. I look at them, I look at them all
the time, tudying them, trying to learn
from them. I don't sit down and play. I'll
go through a few screens, or watch Ken
play or watch the kids play. I like to see what
they are doing, to see if there are new techniques, or something that I'm not doing. But I
:iever sit down to play, and 1nel'er gee so far in
as to remotely solve something or win or
anything like that Because I don't have the
time.

Many youngsters reading this I'm
sure are longing to design computer
games themselves. Do you have any advice for them?
Yes, I do, actually. It is beginning to be
a viable profession, I think. A few year ago
I would not have said that. However, it is
beginning, and it will be a profes ion that
i going to require a lot of knowledge in
specific areas, not only computer , they are
just part of it. In fact, to do what I do you
don't need to know how to program. You
need to understand the computer, how it
works, how to interface with the computer,
and maybe just the rudimentary basics of

Autumn 1989

how programming works and how the
computer understands. and what a program
may look like. But to do what I'm doing,
you don't need to major in computer
science.

to do my little plays. I was always doing
that, and I can't imagine that I won't al-

But you definitely need to go to college. And when you go to college you
should probably major in cinematography
or film-I would say they would be the
clo est thing-with a strong emphasis on
computer science, writing, art, history.

Many of your fans dream of achieving what you have already achieved. Do
you have any dreams of your own.
(She laughed and promptly responded.)
I have dreams of retiring, going off in a
sailboat around the world for about two
years. (Then she laughed again and went
011.) No, no , not really. I could never not do
what I am doing, becau e I really enjoy it.
This is me. This is omething that I have
always been doing. From the time l was a
little kid, I've been doing this, I just didn't
know I wa doing it. I've always been
constructing tories. Even as a little kid I
was constructing stories, I was drawing
pictures, I was telling stories around my
pictures to my friends, and organizing kids

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
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ways do it in some form or another. Maybe
I'll go on to writing something else besides
computer games, maybe I will keep doing
thi . Who knows.
I do think it would be nice one day to
not have to come out with a new game
every year. I would like it when the company got to the point where other people
were taking up the slack, and I could do a
game every two years or so. So that l could
kick back, and if my game didn't ship for
three year , so what.
0
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Excellence in Software
Awards-1989
King's Quest IV won the" 1989 Best
Adventure or Fantasy Role-Playing
Game" award at the SPA Excellence in
Software Award ceremony in May. The
SPA- Software Publishers Association-includes virtually all the major
publi shers and developer in bu iness,
consumer, and education software.
Nominees for the award, which is the
oft ware industry's version of the Oscar,
are ubmitted by member of SPA, and
winners are chosen by a vote of the member hip.
The 1987 winner in this category wa
al o a Sierra game-Leisure Suit Larry in
the Land of the Lounge Li:ards. The
award were announced at a black-tie
gala held in the Grand Ballroom at the
Hotel del Coronado in San Diego. The
Master of Ceremonies was Harry Anderson, star of television's Night Court, and
an avid computer enthusiast.

SIERRA'S
ON-LINE
The simplest-to-use
nwdem software ever!
You won't believe an electronic
communications program can be so
easy, yet so complete. On-Line's push
button interface, pull down menus and
step-by-step lessons will enable you to
go online and download valuable free
software within minutes of installing
the program.
On-Line support a large range of
modems, printers and graphics
cards. Three eparate comm unications modes - including a special
split-screen mode fo r easy conferencing - enable you to swap information with other users, or communicate with giant mainframes.

Ken and Roberta Williams were among
those in attendance at the SPA awards
ceremony.

David Lesser, New York, ubmitted this cartoon

Built in transfer protocols and a
wide range of system settings let you
comm unicate aero s town or across
the world. lncludes free subscription
packet and on line time for CompuServe In formation Service.
»
»
»

»

,... SIERRA

»
»
Gwydion
defeats
the three
beaded
dragon
with his
powerful
storm
brew and
saves the
beautiful
princess of
Daventry

»
»

»
»

Pull-down menus
Full mouse support
5.25" and 3.5" disks included
ARC and ZIP compression
/decompression programs
included.
Autologon support
Conference mode {split
screen)
Review mode (scroll back
buffer)
Host mode
Eleven transfer protocols
included with program
External protocol capability

Only $69.95!

VISIT THE 'BURBS!
FREE-MULTI-LINE BBS
Would You Enjoy:
Conversation with fellow gamers
Making new friends
Multi-player adventure game
Great downloads (including demos
of Sierra games)

Then give us a call!

(213) 326-9993

24 hours a day

(Not affi liated with Sierra On-Line Inc.)
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WHAT, EXACTLY, IS A MODEM, ANYWAY?
A Brief lntroductinn to Telecommunications
By Bridget McKenna
D o o r computer and your telephone
don't speak the same language.
A telephone carries signals in analog
form , in a continuous wave of rising and
falling frequencies which form the sounds
we hear. Computer signals, on the other
hand , are digital. Computer information
is contained in discrete on/off, yes/no
combinations that contain instructions to
operate the system.
A modem is needed to translate computer and telephone languages to make
communication between the two possible.
A modem, short for ' modulator I
demodulator', works by changing the
telephone ' analog signal to digital data
that can be understood by a computer, and
vice versa. With the addition of a modem ,
your telephone and computer work

together to make it possible to contact
other computers directly, and transfer information from one computer to another.

ideas on almost any subject you can imagine. These services are available on a
subscription basis, and charge ' connect
time fees ' in addition to the fees paid to
your telephone company for making the
call that connects you to the service (large
information services can be accessed by a
local call in most area ).

Information is ' uploaded ' (tran sferred from your computer to another) or
' downloaded ' (transferred to your computer from another) using tran s fer
methods , called ' protocols ' that
' package' the information in various
ways to send it from one place to
another. Programs are available also to
compress computer information on the
sending end and decompress it on the
receiving end , thereby saving time and
tran mis sion costs.

There are also a growing number of
' free ' services (no charge for connect
time), called Bulletin Board Services, or
BBS for short. One or more of these is
usually a local phone call away from any
city in any industrialized nation in the
world .

Information Services, such as CompuServe, GEnie, and Prodigy, provide access
to goods, services and information around
the world to computer users in home,
school and busine s environments. They
al so provide a forum for the exchange of

Modems are becoming a necessary accessory to computer user everywhere, as
more and more people di scover the wealth
of free software, important information,
and valuable services that are available
online.
0
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NOLOGY...The phone connectibh
source of data errors. DYNAMIC IMPEDANCI!
STABILIZATIONtm• DISm,,(lnvented by CompuCom) improves the signal quality, assures maximum speed, and reduces errors by up to 95%
compared to a standard modem. Model 2400
(without DIS) at $95 outperforms the low cost
alternatives. The 24015 at $119 outperforms the
challengers, regardless of cost. IBM internal,
Hayes compatible. If you aren't totally satisfied, return within 30 days for a full refund !
Aulllmn 1989

CALL (800) ACT ON IT

(800)228-8648

"Real deal... worked flne. ..qulte a bargain" BYTE MAGAZINE
Dennis Allen, March '89 p102

CompuCom Corporation
1180 Miraloma Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 732-4500 , FAX (408) 732-4570 Add $4.50 S&H

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
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HOMEWORDII
A Word Processor for Today
Only the llllme is the same ...
by Bridget McKenna
In 1986, Sierra introduced HomeWord,
a word processor for the rest of us. HomeWord was so simple to learn and use, even
for the novice computer user, that it soon
had a large and enthusiastic body of supporters. It is still the word processor of
choice for many satisfied owners, with tens
of thou sands of copies in place.
So why did we need HomeWord II?
Well , suppose you could buy a word
pro c e ss ing program that had all
H ome Word's great features and more besides. Suppose it was just as easy to
learn , and even easier to use, could crea te outlines, integrate graphics into your
tex t files, and would not only stand
alone, but run from Tandy 's popular
DeskMate. Suppose it al so cost less - a
lot less - than just about any full-featured

Use graphics and text together to create
truly professional-looking documents,
or just have some fun!

newer word processing standards; for instance, the new Search and Replace option
feature s seven combinable functions ,
while the Cut and Paste now manipulates

Contains the same Microlytics,
Spellchecker, and Thesaurus as
are used in many high priced
business word processors.
Owline feature helps you organize
thoughts and ideas into useful order
graphics as well as text, and includes an
editable paste buffer.
There are new features as well, such as
an online Thesaurus, an updatable spelling
dictionary, s ix-level outline function,
graphics integration using Tandy 's DRAW
and other programs, and the ability to
change text alignments any number of
times on the same page.
A Logo feature allows the user to save
file s consisting of any combination of
text and graphics, and merge them into
other files. It ' s useful for letterheads,
commonly used graphics and text blocks,
and merging often-used addresses into
letters. HomeWord files never looked
like this.

word processor on the market today. If
such a product were available, it would
very likely be something you wanted to
own; so we decided to develop it.

Compatible with existing
HomeWord documents

The program writers began with the
features that were already so useful to
HomeWord owners: Cut and Paste, Find &
Replace, Headers and Footers, and so on.
For openers, they improved the existing
features to bring them up to date with

One new feature that 's really different
from not only the old HomeWord, but
from anything Sierra has ever done
before , is the extensive on - screen
Tutorial that takes the user through every
phase of creating , modifying and print-

See page 21 for information on how to upgrade from HomeWord or HomeWord
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ing Home Word II files . With the HomeWord II Tutorial, even the novice computer user will be creating and printing
documents soon after installing the program. Detailed Help screen s can be
called up from anyplace in the program ,
including the Tutorial.

+.

Whether you ' re new to word processing , or an experienced user, you ' ll find
the features you need for home , school
and office applications in Sierra's new
Home Word II.
HOMEWORD II FEATURES
HomeWord II offers users a wide range
of word processing functions and
capabilities, including:
» Footnotes
» Outlining
» 7 Combinable Search and
Replace functions
» Full Cut & Paste capabilities
including Undelete
» Normal, Bold, Underlined, and
Bold Underlined Text
» Thesaurus
» Two-mode Spellchecker
» Expandable Spelling Dictionary
» Graphics Integration
» Headers and Footers
» Page Numbering
» Custom Margins and
Alignments
» Detailed Help Screens
» Online Tutorial
If you ' ve been looking for a word
processing package that meets all your
home, school and office needs for under
$100, you ' ll find HomeWord II an unbelievable bargain at only .$ 69.95.
Sierra News Magazine

ORDERING
INFORMATION

MENTION THESE PROMOTIONS
BYNAMEWHENYOUORDERBY
PHONE!
(800) 326-6654 (U.S.)
209-683-4468 (Outside U.S.)

OR
YOU'LL MISS THE DEAL!
(You can order them by mail, too)

FREE SIERRA 3-D
ADVENTURE
T-SHIRT (1990
EDITION)

TO ORDER BY MAIL
Please fill out all information on the order form completely. lnclude your check
or money order (payable in U.S. funds only), or credit card information. Please do
not send cash. No COD orders are accepted. Those ordering from outside the
Continental U.S. and Canada, and those wishing to receive their products by a
priority shipping method. should note the special instructions below.

TO ORDER BY PHONE
Please call (800) 326-6654 (United States) or(209) 683-4468 (outside U.S .)
between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. Pacific Standard Time. To order by phone, please
have your credit card (Visa, Mastercard or American Express) and order
information ready. We cannot accept COD or other form of payment.
Those ordering from outside the Continental U.S. and Canada, and those
wishing to receive their products by a priority shipping method, should note the
special instructions and charges as itemized below.
(For customer service, please call (209) 683-8989 , 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific
Standard Time, Monday through Friday.)

REGULAR SHIPPING AND HANDLING
Regular shipping and handling methods for Sierra products are delivery by
U.S. mail or UPS Ground for the Continental U.S., and delivery by U.S. mail for
delivery to APO, FPO and into Canada. Regular shipping is free within the
continental U.S. and Canada except for hardware items (see SHIPPING
HARDWARE ITEMS).

PRIORITY SHIPMENTS
Within the Continental U.S.
For 2nd Day shipments within the Continental U.S. the charge is $5 .00 for the
first Sierra product, plus $1.00 per additional Sierra product at time of initial
shipment. Shipping on hardware items is separate and listed below.

WITH EACH PURCHASE OF
$75 OR MORE!

(Buy from Sierra or direct
from your retailer)
Let the world know that you're a
Sierra Adventure game fan with the new
1990 edition of the Sierra Adventure
T-Shirt!
It's free when you purchase $75 or
more of Sierra product direct from your
dealer. or direct from Sierra.
Those purchasing through the Sierra
catalog should circ le the total purchase
price and indicate the correct size in the
box that reads FREE T-SHlRT.
Those purchasing Sierra products
from a retail store should send in the
ORIGINAL sales receipts with their
completed warranty cards. Be sure to
include your name, return address and
T-Shirt size (SM, M. L. XL). Please
include one sales receipt per order.
This promotion good only for those
products purchased between September
1, 1989 and December 31, 1990, and
must be postmarked no later than
January 31, 1991. Additional charge of
$3 for overseas and APO shipments.
Void where prohibited.

For Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico
For priority shipments the charge is $6.00 for the first Sierra product, and $2.00
for each additional Sierra product at time of initial shipment.

GET NEW
SILPHEEDOR
HOYLE'S BOOK
OF GAMES FREE!
WHEN YOU BUY A
GAMEBLASTER OR
ADLIB MUSIC CARD
DIRECT FROM SIERRA
The addition of a music card to your
MS-DOS computer is important, so
when you buy your fir l mu ic card from
Sierra, we'll give you your first game
software product with music support
FREE. Please specify the product you
choose to receive in the area marked
FREE MS-DOS SOFTWARE.

OR

GET TWO FREE
SIERRA GAMES!
WHEN YOU BUY A
ROLAND MT-32 MUSIC
CARD DIRECT FROM
SIERRA
To entice you to make the the ultimate step into stereo music, Sierra is
offering not one BUT TWO free Sierra
games (a total value of over $120) when
you buy a Roland MT-32 music synthesizer direct from Sierra. Select any
two products from Sierra's product line
when you make your purchase. Please
specify the product you choose to
receive in the area marked FREE MSOOS SOFTWARE. Offer good through
March 31. 1991.

For Canada

Outside the Continental U. S.

For priority air shipments into Canada, minimum charge is $30.00 for the first
Sierra product plus $3.00 per additional item at time of initial shipment.

Our International Shipping Policy applies to hardware items to be shipped
outside the continental U.S. Please see INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING for more
details.

SHIPPING FOR HARDWARE ITEMS
NOTE REGARDING 2ND DAY SHIPMENTS

In the Continental U.S.
The following shipping charges apply for hardware items:
Roland MT-32:

S 12-UPS Ground

Phone orders are entered the same day. Mail orders are entered the day they are
received by Sierra's Order Desk. Please allow four to six working days for filling your
order.

SW-2nd Day Air

AdLib Music Card
and

Game Blasier Card:

S &-UPS Ground
$!{}-2nd Day Air

These charges include insurance and reasonable packing materials for shipments of fragile components. On mu ic card orders, checks must clear before order
i shipped, therefore in order to expedite shipping you may wish to consider
purchase by credit card ..

Autumn 1989

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING
Due to the large variations in shipping cost for various international destinations,
and the fluctuating cost of delivery to some locations, all international orders will be
by credit card only. Actual shipping and handling charges, including a small fee for
customs tickers and insurance (when necessary) will be added to the credit card total
on sendout. Most orders are delivered by air mail/parcel post.

Customer Service (209) 683-8989 Orders 1-800-326-6654
24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
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DISK UPDATES
AND
REPLACEMENT
Sierra currently has
three full-time people
working in its returns
department. They are
responsible for helping
customers update and
replace their Sierra
software products .
If your Sierra software
products should stop
working for any reason,
Sierra will replace it.
Just send your Disk #I
along with $5 for the
5.25 disks or$ I 0 for the
3.5 disks.
If we upgrade or
otherwise alter a program which you own,
we will send you the
upgrade for a $10.00 fee.
(Watch the Sierra News
Magazine for information on software
upgrades.)
If you update or
replace a program
within 90 days of the
purchase date, you pay
nothing at all.

DISCLAIMER
Please allow up to
four weeks for delivery.
Some items may be out
of stock or not available
for shipment at the time
of this publication. Sierra may refuse any order
for any reason. Prices,
including stated shipping charges , may
change without notice.
All checks and credit
cards are subject to
verification before order
can be processed. All
charges to be paid in
U.S. funds only.

SIERRA ORDER FORM
P.O. BOX 485, COARSEGOLD, CA 936 14

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLS00-326-6654 (U.S.)
From outside the United States call 209-683-4468
7 A.M. TO 9 P.M. (PST) Monday through Friday
Remove this entire order form , carefully complete all necessary areas and mai l to:
Sierra Sales Department, P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold, CA 9361 4.
L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'

MS DOS (256K required unless noted). All products are
shipped with both 3.5" and 5.25" disks enclosed, supports
EGA , CGA, VGA , Hercules Monochrome, MCGA (PS2)
and Tandy Graphics modes, unless noted .. All 5 I 2K
Parnes SU""Ort music cards.
Price QuantitJ Total
MS DOS
Kin11:'s Ouest I
49.95
Kin11:'s Ouest JI
49.95
Kin11:'s 011e•r Ill
49.95
Kin11: 's Ouest JV
49.95
Kin11: 's Oue•t TV <5 l 2K)
59.95
Hero's Ouest <5 l 2K)
59.95
39.0'i
The Black Cauldron
Snace Ouest I
49.95
Soace Quest JI
49.95
Snace Ouest ill (5 J2K)
59.95
Colonel 's Bequest (5 l 2K) 59.95
4th otr.
Police Ouest I
49.95
Police Ouest n f'iJ2K)
59.95
Code Name: Iceman (5 I 2K)59.95
4th otr.
Conquests of Camelot (5 I 2K)59.95
lst otr. '90
39.9'i
Leisure Suit L"rrv I
Leisure Suit Larrv II <5 I2K)
59.95
Leisure Suit Larry III (5 l 2K)59.95
4th otr.
Manhunter - New York
49.95
400<;
ManhuntPr - i:~" Franci•co
Gold Rush!
39.95
Mixed-un Mother Goose
29.95
Thexder**
34.95
Siloheed <5 l 2K)**
34.95
Hoyle's Book of Games
34.95
<512K)
Championship Boxing*
14.95
<128K)
3-D Heliconter Simulator
19.95
HomeWord Il <512K)
69.95
Sierra's On-Line <5 I 2K)
69.95
Smart Monev
79.95
Sorcerian (5 I 2K) Ist atr '90***
59.95
*3 .5" not supported and not hard disk installable .
**Hercules not supported.
***only EGA/VGA!MCGA supported;
disks enclosed are 35" (720K)
& 5.25" (/ .2 me£ only)
Price
uantit Total
ATARI ST (minimum 512K
reauired)
Atari ST l:inole-sidP<I Disk i
King's Ouest I
49.95
King's Quest II
49.95
King's Ouest III
49.95

Kinl! 's Ouest IV
69.95
Manhunter - New York
49.95
Manhunter-San Francisco
49.95
Snace Ouest 1
49.95
Snace Ouest Il
49.95
Snace Ouest Ill
69.95
pn(jrP ("\, e•t I
400'i
Police Quest JI
69.95
400'i
Lei•nrP Suit Larrv I
Leisure Suit Larrv Il
69.95
Leisure Suit Larrv III - 4th otr.
69.95
Mixed-un Mother Goose
29.95
The Black Cauldron
39.95
: r.n(<l Rush!
39.9'i
Atari ST Double-sided Di•ks
59.0<;
Kini>'s 011 ..st IV
Hero's Quest - 4th atr.
59.95
Colonel 's BPnuest - 1st atr. '90 59.95
Conquests of Camelot 59.95
1st otr. '90
49.9'>
Manhunter-l:"n Franci~rn
Snace Ouest Ill
59.95
'i0.9'i
Pnlire Ou « Il
Code Name: Iceman 59.95
I st otr. ' 90
59.0'i
Leisure S" it T..arrv II
Leisure Suit Larrv III - 4th ntr.
59.95
34.95
Hoyle's Book of Games 4th otr.
MACINTO H. 512K and dual-sided disk drive required un
less noted. All products work in color on Mac II unless noted
with an ~
Price Ouantih Total
MACINTOSH
Kino 's Ouest I
49.95
Kino 's Ouest Il
49.95
Kino 's Ouest ill
49.95
Kino 's Ouest IV - 1st otr. '90
59.95
40.9'i
Sn:ice Ouest I
49.95
Snace Ouest II
59.0'i .
SnarPOuest Ill - 4th otr
Police Quest I
49.95
59 oc;
PnlirP Oue~t Il - 1•t ntr '90
29.95
Mixed-un Mother Goose
Leisure Suit Larrv I
39.95
Leisure Suit Larry II 59.95
lst otr. '90
40.0'i
M"nh11nter - New Ynrk
49.95
Manhunter - San Francisco4th atr.
':10,0'i
Gold Rush!
Chamoionshio Boxin11:* (!28K'
14.95
Hoyle's Book of Games 34.95
4th otr.
34.95
Thexder - 4th atr.
0

Outside California I -900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-51I3
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APPLE U series. All products req11ire an Apple lle/l/c
with 128K 11"'"s< "''•erwise noten
APPLE II SERIES
Kirrn's Ouest I
Kin!!'s Ouest Il
Kin!!'s Ouest 111
KinP'S Oue~• rv
Snace Ouest I
~~011e~111

The Black Cauldron
Leisure Suit Larrv
Gold Rush - 4th atr.
Police Quest
MiYPtL on Mother r.nnse
Manhunter - New York - 4th ntr.
Thexder
Chamoionshio Boxinl! <64K)
DraPon 's Keen f64K)
Smart Monev
APPLE UGS t512K rc"uircd'
Kini! 's 011es1 I
Kin!! 's Ouest II
Kin!! 's Ouest Ill
Kin!! 's Quest IV
Snace Ouest I
Snace Ouest II
Police Ouest I
Mixed-un Mother Goose
The Black Cauldron
Leisure Snit Larrv I
_Mru]hunter - New York
Manhunter-San Francisco-4th

Price Ouantit1 Total
49.95
49.95
49.95
4Q O<;
49.95
490'\
39.95
39.95
39.95
49.95
29 .Q'\
49.95
14.9'\
14.95
20 O<;
79.95
Price Ouantitv Total
400'\
49.95
49.9'i
49.95
;100<;
4Q.95
49.95
29.95
39.95
'lO O<;
49.95
49.95
39.95
34.95
34.95
79 95
Price Ouantitv
4Q.Q'i
49.95
49.95
59.95
49.95
490'\
59.95
19 9'i
59.95
49.95
59.95
39.95
39.95
49.95
49.95

Total

ntr.

1.95
Renlacement markers
Price Quantity Total
Sierra Merchandise
Sierra Jaoan Coffee Mu!!s
6.00
21.95
Leisure Suit Larry Beach
Towel
10.95
The Official Book of King's
Ouest
1.95*
Sierra Music Demo Cassette
4.9'i*
Sierra Virt ..o Cassette Catalo!?'
*Includes shinninl! & hand/inf! charoes.
Price buantih Total
T-SHIRTS (snecifv size)
Leisure Suit Larrv rs M L XL\
7.95
Sierra Adventure rs M L XLl
7.95
He)irnnrPr Simulator 15 M L xu
7.9'i
Colonel 's Beauest rs M L xu
7.95
7.Q5
Kin!! 's Ouest IV IS M L XL \
Police Quest II cs M L xu
7.95
Price Ruantity Total
Music Cards - IBM & com1oatibtes
Ad Lib Music Synthe izer
175.00

THE SIERRA NO RISK GUARANTEE

-

Price Ouantitv Total
7.95
7.9'i
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.9'\
7.95

245 .00
Ad Lib Mu ic Synthesizer
card with Visual Comnoser**
129.95
Game Blaster**
550.00
Roland MT-32 Sound
Module**
650.00
Roland MT-32 (Micro Channel)**
NOTE: We recommend that all MT-32 orders be placed
by phone to insure the proper model for your computer is
shipped. At minimum, please call 800-326-6654 prior to
orderin!! to verifv the order information.

**See ne.\11Jaru for shin1Ji110 details.

340.;
34.95

·90

.A!!_yenture Game Hint Books
Kin!! 's Ouest I
Kin!! 's Ouest II
Kin!! 's Ouest nJ
Kin!! 's Ouest IV
Colonel's Beouest- 4th otr.
_B<;_ro 's Ouest - 4th otr.
Conque ts of Camelot - I st qtr.
'90
Snace 011P<t I
Soace Ouest II

7.95
7.Q'\
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.Q'i
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95

r,.rd**

atr.

Gold Rush!
Thexder
Silnheed
Smart Monev
AMIGA
KinP's 011es1 I
Kin[J's Ouest II
Kin!!'s Ouest III
KinP 's Ouest fV - 4th otr.
Snace Ouest I
<;n,.ce Ouest ll
Soace Ouest ru
Leisure Suit Larrv I
Leisure Suit Larrv II
Polic-" Ouest I
Police Ouest II - 4th atr.
Black Cauldron
Gold Rush!
Manhunter - New York
Manhunter - San Franci co4th otr.
Thexder
Hoyle's Book of Games-I st qtr.

Soace Ouest Ill
Police o, est I
Police Ouest fl
Code Name: Iceman - 4th atr.
The Black Cauldron
Leisure Suit Larrv I
Leisure Suit L"rrv JI
Leisure Suit L:irrv Ill - 4th otr.
l.olrl Rush'
Manhunter - New York
Manhunter-San Francisco-4th

If you are not completely ati fied with any product
you purchase from our catalog, for any reason, return
it within 10 day and we will promptly exchange the
item or refund your purchase price. A software product
i only as good as the company behind it. For more than
nine years Sierra has been making quality software fo r
u e in homes, schools and bu ine ses. We stand behind
our soft ware with product warranties and cu tomer
upport which exceed normal industry tandards, to
max imi ze yo ur utility and e nj oymen t of yo ur
microcomputer. We thank yo u fo r yo ur support.
Hardware item like the Roland MT-32, the AdLib
Mu ic Card, and the Game Blaster are provided to
Sierra fo r re ale by other companie . While Sierra
attempts to insure the value of these items, it makes no
warranties or claims for them above tho e of the
original manu facturer. Sierra wi ll refund or exchange
any hardware item provided it is returned within 10
days in its original packaging.

Si e rr a
c u rren tl y
e mpl oys I I rep rese nt a ti ves who wo rk
full -time an wering incoming ca ll s fo r c ustomer upport. They can
be reac he d any ti me
durin g reg ul a r West
Coast business hours by
calling (209) 683-8989.

CUSTOMER
SUPPORT
Sierra customer service rep resen t a t ives
a nswer techn ical que tion on Smart Money
and Home Word productivi ty products, and wi ll
h a nd le a ny qu e l io ns
yo u m ay h ave abo ut
o th e r S ierra produ cts.
Should yo u h ave a ny
question s rega rding an
order you have pl aced
directl y with us, the Customer S upport De partment wi ll be happy to
he lp you.

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
Technical suppo rt
also contacted th ro ugh
th e (209) 683-8989
telephone number. Technical upport peopl e wi ll
work with you to olve
problem with hardware
comp a tib ility o r d isk
p ro bl e m s .
If o u r
software doe n ' t work
wi th your hardware for
any reason, o ur techn ical
support staff wi ll solve
th e pro bl e m , o r yo u r
money back.
We guarantee it.

SPECIAL
OFFERS
See details
on page 41

Customer Service (209) 683-8989
Aw1111111 1989

Orders 1-800-326-6654
24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463

SIERRA
TELEPHONE
SUPPORT

Page 43

..... - ...... - .......

SIERRA CATALOG ORDERS

Total Merchandi se

-

California residents add 6% ales tax
Massac husetts res idents add 5 % sales tax

P.O. BOX 485 , COARSEGOLD, CA 93614

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL

Priority Shipping and Handling (op1ional)

800-326-6654 (U.S.)

Music Card Shipping and Handling

7 A.M. TO 9 P.M. (PST) Monday through Friday

From outside the United States call 209-683-4468

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
( ee detail on page 41 l

U.S. AND CANADA
Software
FREE regular shipping and handling, except for hardware item
' (please check one)
D U.S. Mail or D UPS to Continental U.S .
D U.S . Mail to APO, FPO and Canada
For FASTER service, priority shipping and handling is available for
an additional charge:
D UPS Priority (phone 1111mher required)
(

)

Continental U.S.
Alaska, Hawaii , &
Puerto Rico
Canada

First
product
$5.00

Each
additional produu
1.00

$6.00
$30.00

2.00
3.00

TOTAL PAYMENT
Free MS-DOS software with any music card order
Offer
end> March 3 1, 199 1.
t--

-

Roland MT-32
Selec1any1wo games from the
order form.

Enter product names
2.

Ad Lib Music Card
or
Game Blaster

Silpheed
Hov/e's Book of Games

I.

Cir le one:

Free T-SillRT if your order totals $75 or more
Offer ends December 3 1, 1990: postmark January 31, 1991

s

Circle the size des ired

M

L

XL

ORDERED BY
Name
Address
Ci1y

Zip Code

State

Daytime Phone Number, including Arca Code
(Required for credit card orders; desired for all order. )

Hardware

SHIP TO (if different from above)

Continental U.S.

2nd Day Air
UPS Ground
Roland MT-32
$ 12.00
$20.00
Ad Lib Music Card
$6.00
$10.00
Game Blaster
$6.00
$10.00
Alas ka, Hawaii. Pueno Rico and Canada
International Shipping Policy applies (see hel<rn')

Address
Zip Code

State

City

METHOD OF PAYMENT

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING POLICY

D
D

Software and Hardware

'
'
'
•

Name

Due to the large variation in shipping costs for various international
destinations , and the fluctuating co. I of delivery to some locations,
all international orders will be by credit card only. Actual shipping
and handling charge , including a small fee for customs stickers and
insurance (when necessary) will be added to the credit card total.
Most orders are delivered by air mail/parcel post.

Check/Money Orde r (payab le 10 Sierra 011·Li11e Inc.)
Visa

D

Ma terCard

D

American Express

Account Number

Expiration Date

o:J / o:J

Authorized sig nature (required for credit card orders)

l------·---·------------------------------------------------------·---------------------::J
CONTINUE NEWSLETTER? Do you wish to continue to receive the Sierra Ne ws Magaz ine at your home? If so. pleru e complete thi form and
mail it to us as soon as pos ible. (NOTE: Thi s will not be necessary if you have sent in a Sierra product reg istration card in the last 12 months.)

Last Name

First Name

City

State

Zip Code
Country

COMPUTER(S) OW ED:

D
D

Apple lle/llc+/Lase r 128 D Atari ST D Apple IIGS
Apple Maci ntosh D IBM and compatible

D Tand y IOOO Serie

D Commodore Amiga

Telephone ((Arca Code

Number of Sierra produc ts owned _ _ __
Do you have a mouse? YES _ __ NO _ __
Do you have a hard di k? YES
NO _ __
Do you have a modem? YES _ _ _ NO _ __
IBM owners, will your machine accept (c heck tho e applicable):
5.25" 1.2 meg _ _ 360K_ _
3.5"
1.44 meg_ _ 720K_ _

Ott1sic/e California 1-900-370-KLUE f Inside 1-900-370-5 113
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Autumn Sierra News Magazine Contest

Do you recognize these?

l.

...
m
a
a

13.
'

6.

5.

··~
. ...

2.

l-~- ~

... " - .._

__.,._.....

.

10.

3.

8.

•
J I.

14.

4.

7.

12.

Each of these fragments is from a Sierra Adventure Game Box Cover, front or back (and not nece sarily right side up).
To enter, end us a numbered list of all 14 items, identifying each of the items by the name of the game and stating specifically what
each fragment i . For example, if we had shown the beak of the goo e from the Mixed-Up Mother Goose game box, you would
identify it as such:
#. Mixed-Up Mother Goose , beak of the goose.
Mail your entry to:
Sierra News Magazine Contest
Sierra On-Line

P.O. Box J I03
Oakhurst, CA 93644
Deadline: entries must be postmarked no later than December 31, 1989.
Ten correct winning entries will be randomly drawn from a pool, and these winners will each receive a free Sierra software product
of their choice. Winners are chosen at the sole discretion of Sierra On-Line.
Autumn 1989

Customer Service (209) 683-8989 Orders 1-800-326-6654
24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
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Willing to do the shopping, banking, get the
news, play with the
kids, check the weather, order airline tickets
and more for just $9.95
month.
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PRODIGY

~

The little yellow box brings you
hwidreds of features for just $9.95 a month.
Who says good help is hard to find?

The PRODIGY® Service Start-up Kit
is your key to a world of helpful services
at a price that won't eat you out of
house and home.
After you purchase your Start-up Kit,
all it takes is a flat $9.95 a month, with
no on-line charges, to bring you and
your family hundreds of features~ Now,
shopping is easy, banking is a breeze,
plus you can get the latest news, send
messages, book your own flight, play
games that are fun and educational,
and that's just the beginning.
Up to six family members can choose
their own personal password and then
customize the PRODIGY service to fit
the way they want to use it. Weather
forecasts , member clubs, stock quotes,
plus the features you like are all waiting
for you.
The PRODIGY Service Start-up Kit
comes complete with everything you
need to get on-line easily. There is also
a Start-up Kit with a Hayes® Personal
Modem 2400 at a great price.
To find out where to get your Start-up
Kit, just call 1-800-822-6922, ext. 647.
Once you're on-line, you'll find that
good help is not only easy to find, it's
affordable.

Call 1-800-822-6922, ext. 647, for a dealer near you.

Available for IBM~ compatible
and Macintosh'" computers.

• The PIODIGY .servkt ls available in se~ed cities lhroogh a local phone call. AddltionaJ ftt appUes ror banking. PRODIGY ls a rtg!stertd .strvict mark and trademark oC Prodigy StrvkC$ Company. H1)"6 is a registered trademark of Hayes Microcompuier Products, Inc.

IBM Is a regiSlered lrademark of IBM Corpot"2lion. Macintosh ls 1 ttglstered trademark of Apple Compuier, Inc

SIERRA'S MUSIC MEN
An interview with the men who took music from single voice to stereo
synthesizer sound tracks in a matter of months
by Nan cy Smithe
M usic in Sierra's games in the last
year and a half has taken a quantum leap
forward from the single voice that is standard equipment in most computers (the one
that "beeps" at you) to beautiful
stereophonic music played through a synthesizer, the most complex of which has 32
voices. The two men primarily responsible
for this technological advance are Stuart
Goldstein and Mark Siebert, Sierra's inhouse team of professionals in computer
programming and music. They are two
quiet men who do not look like
revolutionaries, bur who together have, in
the last 18 months, literally revolutionized
music in 3D Animated Adventure games.
During our recent interview we laughed
about the fact that when they started at
Sierra their location was called the music
room as an indentifying nomenclature.
Now we refer to it as The Music Department and it is a full-fledged unit that has
just expanded from a staff of two to a staff
offour.
I interviewed them to find out where
they came from, what they are doing, and
where they are going .
First of all, let me ask each of you for
a brief resume of your background.
Stuart: My background is computer
programming, as far as my college major
goes. I'm also a part-time musician and
have played in several bands. 1 do a lot of
home composing, and I have a small
MIDI-studio. I came to Sierra as a
programmer to program the software
drivers needed to do the types of music that
Sierra releases.
Mark: My background is music. I
majored in music, toured on the road with
a professional band for about five years,
cut a couple of albums with them, and had
a couple of localized hit songs. I work with
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a club band now. I was going back to
school to study math and computer science
when I saw Sierra's job advertisement for
a MIDI-musician. That was what I had
been doing-working with MIDI-so I
came here.

Mark: Same thing with me. I had some
programming, but I had more music than
Stuart and he 's had more programming.
Stuart: There 's this overlap in the middle where we both compliment each
other 's individual skills.
As a team how do you work together.
Stuart: It start's with Mark, basically.
Mark: You start with an idea for music.
For example, we are working on a new
game right now, and I had an idea for a
song. "I started working with it and 1found
some problems that the system couldn't
handle. It couldn ' t do some things that I
wanted to do musically. So I went to Stuart
and outlined my problem, which was to
have such and such done to the driver in
order to be able to handle the job.
Stuart: Right. And then we hash it out
together and decide if it is feasible to add
a new capability to our system. If it is , we
do it. We try to push the limits of what we
can do always. Occasionally it does work
the other way. I'll get an idea that might
allow a new capability and I'll brainstorm
with Mark.

Stuart Goldstein

Do you want to mention the albums
you recorded?
Mark: I worked on two "Omega Sunrise " albums . I worked on Bob
Siebenberg 's recent al bum doing computer
sequencing with the band called "Head's
Up" on Polydor records, and I worked with
a guy named Kim Hutchcroft who was a
saxaphonist and arranger for "Sea wind" on
A&M Records.
For this job do you need to be a computer programmer and a professional
musician?
Stuart: Not both, but elements of both.
My background is programming but the
musical experience certainly helped.

That gives you both real creative opportunities here. Tell me how that
works.
Mark: It is basically doing things to the
MT-32 and some of the other cards that
aren ' t user accessible and that aren't accessible through standard MIDI manipulation
from a sequencer.
Stuart: We are creating effects on the
MT-32 that the average person could not
do.
Let me ask each of you in turn what
your area of responsibility is at Sierra?
Stuart: Developing and maintaining
our current systems--our support for a
numberof the sound options. Also figuring
out how to take MIDI data and translate it
to whatever device we decide to support.
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We evaluate a lot of the new cards coming
in , to determine if we want to support
them . I'm involved in that to some degree.
On the horizon there are going to be some
really new and exciting systems to be
developed in the music department. We are
just scratching the surface in music so far,
a lot more is coming. When we start getting into CD quality recording on home
computer games, that will be exciting.

So then what do you do?
Mark: Well, you either write another
completely different piece, or throw it out.

Tell me how a typical music project
on a game develops? Does the programmer of the game come to you and say
here is what I want?
Stuart: Sometimes it takes a lot of
prompting and prodding!

Are we on the edge of that?
Stuart: Most certainly.

Mark, what is it that you do?
Mark: I do writing and arranging, and
a lot of synchronization work-making
sure that the music synchronizes with
what's happening on the screen. For example in Space Quest Ill when the guy
falls off of the rail, making sure you get the
falling sound, or when the spaceship flies
across the screen and the music is playing
and is supposed to be at a certain place
when the spaceship is at a certain spot on
the screen, making sure that it happens all
at the right time. Also, we do a lot of
creating our own sounds here from scratch.
They are not samples. When the MT-32
can't do what we want, we have to create
from scratch by "twisting the knobs" inside the MT-32 to make it sound the way
we want it to sound. And we do conversions, taking the older games that already
have music, and converting the music to
make it work with a new system such as
the Amiga or the Apple IIGS. We add to
the music or take away-strip it down-to
make it work with that system.
Stuart: We also try to take full advantage of whatever system we are porting
to. For example, the Amiga can play back
four digital sound samples simultaneously,
so we try to make the best of that.
In other words, you create the music
first on the IBM, and then as each rollover to another machine comes along,
you convert the music.
Mark: Even each IBM game has conversions within itself. We write for the
MT-32, the AdLib, the IMF, the Tandy
machine, the IBM single voice speaker,
the Casio portable keyboards, all for the
IBM.

Do you do a different music track for
each one?
Stuart: Sometimes. We try to combine
as much as possible, but sometimes a nice
piece on the MT-32-a real mood piece-
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may not translate at all to a single speaker
on the IBM.

Stuart: When you see the game you
will hear that represented in the music.
Mark: You won 't see the exact scene or
the exact music. We try to write something
that portrays that emotional image in the
music.
Another new game is Roberta's
murder mystery set in the old south.
What did you do with that?
Mark: That one included a lot of research which Ken Allen did at the Fresno
State Library.
Ken, I'll visit with you later about
your background, but just now tell me
how you went about that research?
Ken : First I found out as much as I
could about the setting of the game from
the author, in this case it was Roberta
Williams. After that I went to the library
and looked up the contemporary artists of
the time: Gershwin, George M. Cohan,
Stravinsky. Then I listened to a lot of the
music. The music that accompanies silent
films was part of that time, and the music
of silent films gave me a lot of background.
I got a real good feel from that and I
decided I would write music along the
same lines.
Would it be accurate to say a goal is
to be as historically accurate as possible,
really try to fit in with the time musically?

Mark Sieben

Mark: It really kind of depends on who
you are working with as far as the
programmers. They are all different. One
programmer comes in and says, "This is
exactly what I want." Another one comes
in and says "I don 't have any idea what I
want. " Sometimes you get a full outline of
every detail of the game and other times
you don 't get anything.
Stuart: You start by trying to get a feel
for what the designer wants for a particular
scene and score it accordingly.
Mark: For example, one of the games
I'm working on right now started with one
of the artists saying "The opening of The
Three Muskateers is the kind of feeling that
I want." So we rented The Three Muskateers
and the whole staff working on the game-the programmers and artists--<:ame in here
and we sat down and watched the opening
together then talked about it and discussed
the things that we liked and didn't like.

Stuart: Absolutely. Mark, you might
want to talk about Camelot.
Mark: Camelot is set in the 9th Century
so it is a very pre-renaissance type of
music. The way we tune our instruments
now is completely different from the way
they used to tune them back then, so we are
actually using the old authentic tuning
styles of the 9th century. That requires
another whole big technological project,
including creating new instruments to try
to sound as close to those early instruments
as possible, but it actually lends a little
more authenticity to what you are doing.

You have projects with others and
your own creative ideas all going along
at the time. How do you keep so many
games straight, from a creative point of
view.
Mark: Most of us have two or three
projects going at the same time, if not
more-music, software and conversions.
Management will come in and tell us a
certain project has priority, and of course
that is the one you work on for a while.
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Stuart: You focus yourself to whatever
you have to be doing. Don't worry about
the 1920's music if you are doing medieval
music. You have to block it out or it will
start to drift in.
Mark : You have to, lest you hear
Gershwin in the Renaissance period. It
wouldn ' t quite work, you know.
This is one of my favorite rooms to
walk past. Sometimes the sounds-I
should say music-that come out of here
are fascinating. How do you decide
whose work is played?
Mark: It hasn't been a problem yet.
Now that there are more of us, we will be
working more with headphones.
Stuart: There is a lot of feedback that
goes on in our group here. Whoever happens to be working with it audible on our
speakers will have two other people in the
room listening. The response may be
"That's really good, I like that." So there
is a lot of immediate feedback . In fact, if
you don't hear a response, you know you
still have work to do.
Your recent increase in personnelfrom two people to four-is an example

J -.

of how the music is going in the games,
isn't it?
Mark: Yes. King 's Quest IV was the
first big SCI game. A lot of the games now
are getting that big.
Stuart: Also the sheer number of
projects and the fact that all the projects
require extensive sound tracks. People
come to expect it.
Do you get frustrated with technology?
Stuart: Well, I see Mark once in a while
throw up his hands. He really wants to
express an idea but there are some basic
limitations you have to realize.
Mark: No matter what system you work
on there is always going to be limitation.
Stuart: Yes, until we are actually recording audio signals on a media like CD.
Mark: And even at that then the big
frustration is going to be which piece do I
play, how do I layer them, how do I make
it more like a real movie. Really, that's
what we want to do, we want to create a
sound track for a movie, and you don't go
to a movie and all of a sudden the sound

shuts off for twenty minutes and there is
absolutely no sound. That is what we are
trying to get away from in the games. So
there will be a sound track going on.
Stuart: Another good analogy is silent
movies. People would go to a silent movie
and there was no sound track, so you had
a piano player sitting there doing his best
to play something that went along with the
visuals. That is similar to where we are
right now with the industry. We are trying
to make do adding audio to the visual, but
there are certain advances that we can see
that will really sync it-synchronize itand really make it more like a movie.
As a comparison, the movie Singing
in the Rain is all about that. One moment
silent movies were all the rage. Then all
of a sudden talkies were IN. The movie
industry stopped production and converted. They never looked back.
Mark: That is where we are right now.
Sierra has advanced into music. The ball is
really rolling.
We have kind of laughed about going
from the music room to a department,
but really the music room itself is fairly

I
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recent. You two guys were the beginning
of the music room about a year ago.

Sierra is going to have some music
software of its own, I understand.

Stuart: Right. Before that there was the
basic one voice melody, nothing like what
we are providing now. Granted, people
who still have a basic machine will still get
those basic melodies. There is not too

Stuart: Right. Pablo Ghenis, another
Sierra programmer, and I are writing a sequencer program for Sierra to market.

How would you explain a sequencer
program to someone who doesn't know
the terminology?

home with my own persona] music--contemporary pop--creating mood and special effect like movie soundtracks. I used
to get my keyboard, put my headphone on,
tum on the TV but leave the sound off, and
create music to match the picture on the
screen.

Stuart: Basically, a sequencer allows
you to write and edit music-to build
songs-and then play them back through a
synthesizer, or even just through the voices
on your computer, although a single voice
computer naturally has limitations.

Tell me about your particular sequencer.
Stuart: We have designed it for both the
novice musician just starting out and for the
more advanced sequencer user. It has pulldown menus and pop-up windows, and allows point and click with the mouse, although a mou e is not required. You can
start by playing from a keyboard or by
using the graphic on-screen interface, and
then can edit any note or any chord. You
can also change tempo. transpose, and
quantize your music.
Ken Allen

much further we can push that and till do
the type of graphics that we do. We could
do a little better music on the PC, but it
would be at the sacrifice of continuous
animation. To divide its time between
music and graphics is pushing it as it is.

What do you dream about technology
doing next?
Mark: We have some things we are
working on right now that are going to be
quite an advancement in the sound if they
work out.

So the whole industry is going to have
to keep moving, but it is, isn't it.
Stuart: Yes. Already there are about a
dozen add-on interface cards that allow
better music.

I don't even remember hearing about
interface cards before the last year or so.
Was I just slow, or are they that recent?
Mark : They are that recent. The
MPU40 I itself is about 5-6 years old.
Once that came out, it seemed to me, all the
computer hardware people began seeing
possi bilities in putting a card inside a
machine.
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When you say novice, do you mean
that literally? Can someone who doesn't
know how to read music, but who has
always wanted to write songs, use this?
Stuart: Yes. A beginner new to music
can learn by using this program. The more
experienced user will also find features to
appreciate, like the quantize function.

When can we expect to see it?
We are working on the MS-DOS version now, and expect it in the first quarter
of 1990. Then it will be rolled-over to the
Atari, Amiga, and Macintosh computers.

Sounds exciting.
Stuart: Well , we are pleased with it.

Let's get back to the Music Department and talk about the recent expansion.
Stuart: We added two new composer/arranger/midi musicians-Ken Allen and
Rob Atesalp.

Rob, tell me something about your
background and why you applied for
this job.
Rob: I' ve always been a musician, as
far back as I can remember; I've grown up
using keyboards and computers. I didn ' t
know a job like this existed, until I saw the
ad. I was doing this same sort of thing at

RobAtesalp

Ken, when you saw the advertisement
Sierra placed for this job, what attracted
you?
Ken: The ad said " Attention skilled
musicians; if you have computer background in sequencing, position available,
send resume and tape." So I gathered up a
few things that I had done in the past,
prepared something just for the tape, and
sent it in with a resume. At first I thought
there is no such thing as a job that would
be full-time writing music for video games.
Then , when I got here I found there really
is, and it is very exciting to find that there
is work like this available. I had no idea.
It 's the perfect marriage of all my skills,
interests, and training. And these games
surpass anything that an arcade has to offer.
I found that it's not just writing music for
games, but more like synchronizing a
music score for a motion picture. That 's
the way most of our games play.

It sounds to me to a certain extent you
two with your combined skills influenced the games here and had a lot to
do with bringing music in the Sierra
games to the level it is now.
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Stuart: Right. We also came in with no
illusions of where the limitation were. I
don 't play a lot of other computer game .
1've played some, but I don ' t try to compare
what we are doing here in music to what
they are doing or impose any limitations on
what could be done.
Mark: I' ve never been one to play computer games much at all. The only thing l
was told was that it is like a movie. The first
few games that we did really weren 't like a
movie, they were still really like computer
game . The character came out and hi
little theme played and that was it.
Stuart: I wouldn ' t say exactly that we
have been hut in this room and the rest of
the world was going about its busine sand
we were developing in the dark . But certainly there were some element of that.
And when we came out of the room we
found Sierra in the forefront of mu ic in
software.
Sierra wa s nominated by the SPA
(Software Publi shers Association) for best
achievement in sound for King's Quest IV,
and al so nominated overall in technical
achievement for SCI. SPA has a big Excellence in Software Awards each year. Even
the nomination is an honor.
0
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ROLAND PRESIDENT TOM BECKMEN
TALKS ABOUT THE MT-32
By Kirk Green

f t you've been dazzled by Sierra's new
double resolution graphics, but haven't
heard the new music soundtracks, well
there is more than meets the eye. In fact if
you choose th e Roland MT-32 Multi Timbrel Sound Module there is a whole
world of music that only begins with your
favorite Sierra 3-D Animated Adventure
Game.
Recently we sat down with the man behind Roland, Tom Beckmen , Roland's
President and CEO, to find the roots of this
fabulous new addition to Sierra's games.
Be ckmen , who also serves on Sierra's
Board of Directors , has spent over thirty
years in the music industry and in 1972 he
formed Roland Corporation US.

This new technology, which incorporates these spectacular soundtracks,
has added a great deal to the feel and
emotion of Sierra's games. How did you
and Roland become involved in the
process?
Thinking back, this all had its genesis
when Sierra contacted Bill Goldstein to
write the soundtrack for King's Quest IV.
We've had a long term relationship with

Many individuals and
companies use the MT-32
to add music and audio
background to their
multi-media
presentations
Bill and after he saw what Ken & Roberta
were working toward, he brought them to
us. At that point we had not done much in
terms of the computer games business, but
we had worked extensively with multimedia presentations and we could ee the
possibilities. Ken and Roberta were looking for a multi-timbrel sound module to
supply music for the games-and from
there it just took off. Roland 's relationship
Summer 1989

with Sierra ha benefited both our companies and the consumer.

Roland has some new products coming out that are using the MT-32 Sound
Module as a base and then expanding on
what is already a great product. Could
you tell us about these new products?
Roland will be shipping two new multi timbrel peripherals that take the basic MT32 sound format and quality while making
them much more integrated with the
buyer' basic computer set up. The first is
for lBM's and clones and i called the
LAPC-1. This new product reduces the
MT-32 and the MPU interface to a long

If you own a video
camera, you can
synchronize the sound
and create a soundtrack
for your
home videos
card and adds 33 more sound effects and
expanded memory. The price will also
reflect considerable avings to the user.
Now for people who own Macintosh
Amiga or Atari ST computers we will be
producing the CM-32L, which is the same
product as the LAPC-1 , but housed in a
computer component-like structure. Both
of these new products, the LAPC-1 and
CM-32L, are the MT-32 taken to a higher
level and at a lower price without any compromise in sound quality and performance.

This whole system, either the LAPC-1
or CM-32L, has many more uses than
providing great sound with Sierra's
games.
That 's very true. You can add a pianotype keyboard to your system and teach
your family music, compose music, or just
enjoy playing your favorite song. Another
very popular aspect with many people
today owning a video camera is to
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synchronize the sound and create a
soundtrack for home videos. Also, many
individuals and companies use the set-up
to add music and audio background to their

By adding a mixer and
one or two other
components you can have
the equivalent of a
16 track MIDI recording
studio in your home
multi-media presentations. It is something
anybody can use-for multi media presentations, music education, for the music
hobbyist and for music entertainment. The
limit is only bounded by your imagination
on what you can do with the LAPC- 1 and
the CM-32L sound module .

It sounds as if you could almost build
your own home recording studio around
these sound modules.
Defmitely. By adding a mixer and one
or two other components you can have the
equivalent of a 16 track MIDI recording
studio in your home.

When Sierra first introduced support
of the sound modules there were very
few, if any, other companies supporting
the high end music that Roland components can produce. What do you
think the future holds?
Well , we are finding many more entertainment software developers are using
and/or are planning to use the Roland
sound modules and I think this trend will
grow. I think it is all a direct result of Sierra
setting a high musical standard for the
game indu try. This has forced every one
else to follow suit because users want max0
imum performance.
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MUSIC IN THE SIERRA GAMES
AND YOU
by Nancy Smithe
I f you have been reailing about all the
enhanced music capabilities of the Sierra
games and are not quite sure what it means,
or how to do it (or even whether you can
afford to do it), this article is designed to
help you understand what is involved.
To enjoy the Sierra games with expanded music capabilities you need two
items:
» a synthesizer that is MIDI com-

patible, and supported in our SCI
games.
»

a MIDI interface card (Atari ST
owner should be aware that all Atari
computers have the MIDI interface
built in).

(To use an analogy that might help explrun the situation, think of a printer connected to your computer-to print output
from your computer you need a printer that
is compatible, a printer cable, and a serial
or parallel card.)
A synthesizer plays electronic mu ic,
and there are many kjnds of synthesizers
avrulable. The power and prices of synthesizers vary, with more capabilities (such
as the number of different " voices " or
ounds) available in the more expensive
models. Some synthesizers have a keyboard, and sounds are produced using the
keys. Some synthesizers do not have a keyboard, and are played from another device
via MIDI. Some are programmable (meaning you can build your own songs or create
new sounds beyond those that are built into
the synthesizer) and some are not (mearung
you work with the built-in sounds to play
music).
A MIDI interface card is installed into
your computer in the same way a mouse
card or a printer card is installed, and
provides a MIDI port. A MIDI cable is
connected to the MIDI port of the computer
on one side and to the synthesizer on the
other side. MIDI (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) sends information from
your computer (or your keyboard or guitar
controller) to the synthesizer, and tells the

synthesizer which sounds to play. The
MIDI is, in a sense, a set of rules about how
musical information can be transferred
from one place to another. There are many
kinds of MIDI interface devices available.

TYPES OF
SYNTHESIZERS
SUPPORTED IN
SIERRA GAMES
Sierra currently supports the following
synthesizers, which means the music in the
games is designed to play properly when
routed to any of them. See the chart on the
following page for a brief comparison of
synthesizer features and to determine
which synthesizers are supported for your
computer.
During the INSTALL process for the
game, you are asked which computer you
have, which monitor you have, whether
you have a mou e or joystick, and which
sound package you have. These choices are
recorded in your computer, and the proper
drivers from the game disk are accessed.
You must install the correct choice. If, for
example, you have an MT-32 and during
INSTALL you inadvertantly selected the
built-in single voice, you would hear only
the single voice music because the computer would load only that driver. Solve this
by running the INSTALL again.

Roland MT-32
Available from Sierra On-Line, with
IBM interface card, $550. Micro Channel for $650-this card is designed for
PS2 series with micro channel architecture. (Atari owners should purchase
elsewhere, since this package includes
an IBM interface and software.)
Any MIDI keyboard or MIDI gujtar controller can be connected to the MT-32.

AdLib
Available from Sierra On-Line, $175
alone/$245 for the "bundle." This card
is only avrulable for IBM and compatibles.

Game Blaster
Available from Sierra On-Line ,
$129.95.

IMF (IBM Music Feature)
A card available for IBM and compatible computers from IBM dealers.
(approximately $500).
Any MIDI keyboard or MIDI guitar
controller can be connected to the IMF.

Casio CSM-1, Casio CT-460,
and Casio MT-540
Available from Casio dealers (approximate price range $125-$200).
CT-460 and MT-540 are keyboards,
and can be connected to play other
MIDI compatible synthesizers (such as
the Roland MT-32 or the IMF). CSM-1
is the MT-540 without a keyboard.

YOUR COMPUTER
AND THE
SYNTHESIZERS
As of October 1989, the synthesizers
described above are supported for specific
computer systems as follows:

IBM & Compatibles
All of the above synthesizers are supported for IBM & compatibles.
There is a special sound driver with
some products for the Tandy TL and SL
with three voices whjch takes full advantage of the built-in three voices plus
sampled sound playback.

Atari ST
SCI games are designed to take full
advantage of the built-in three voice sound
of the Atari ST.
There is full support for the Roland MT32. All Atari ST computers already have a
MIDI interface built-in; if you plan to buy
an MT-32 you need the unit and the cable,
but be sure you do not go to the expense of
purchasing an interface.
We also provide support for a generic
MIDI driver which works for just about any
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four voice synthesizer such as Casio
CZ101 , CZ230S, and YamahaDX7-2. This
generic driver has the same voices that are
internal but provides the advantage of playing through a stereo and/or customizing the
voices on your synthesizer.

Amiga
Amiga owners will be pleased to know
that the built-in sound on the Amiga
machines is so superior that Sierra has
decided there is little point, at this time, in
supporting synthesizers for enhanced
sound.

WRITE YOUR OWN SONGS
There is a whole array of software available to allow you to interact with the synthesizer. You could acquire a SEQUENCER program, which allows you to build
and save your own songs. These sequencer
programs are available from an average of
$50 to $500, and basic ones are sometimes
found in the public domain over a BBS.

Macintosh

Sierra On-Line is in the final stages of
developing its own sequencer program.
This will be a very moderately priced package designed specifically with you-the
user-in mind.

Macintosh owners will be pleased to
know that the built-in sound on the Mac
machines is so superior that Sierra has
decided there is little point, at this time, in
supporting synthesizers for enhanced
sound.

When you purchase the Roland MT-32
package from Sierra, you get a sequencer
program for MS-DOS called Ease. When
Sierra On-Line's sequencer is completed, it
will be packaged with each Roland MT-32
purchased from Sierra On-Line.

Apple Ile/Ile, IIGS

The AdLib "bundle" from Sierra contains a sequencer program called Visual
Composer.

Not currently supported.

OTHER USES FOR
THE SYNTHESIZER
You should be aware that enhanced
music in the Sierra games is not the only
advantage for the synthesizer you purchase.

PLAY YOUR
MIDI-KEYBOARD OR
MIDI-GUITAR THROUGH
THE SYNTHESIZER
If you enjoy playing a guitar or keyboard, read on to find the options available.
If, for example, you want to have the
complexity of the MT-32 (eight synthesizers with 128 preset sounds plus
precussion module with 30 preset drum
and percussion sounds) as well as a keyboard you can acquire both, hook them
together , then play independently
through the MT-32, or play along with
the games. You must be sure that the
keyboard you purchase is MIDI-compatible; costs start at around $120.00 for
MIDI keyboards. You• can also connect
your midi -guitar to the MT-32 synthesizer, play independently or even play
along with the games. The MT-32 weighs
only 3-1/2 lbs. so it is easily transportable, if you want to take your keyboard
or guitar and synthesizer with you . (All
the other synthesizers sold by Sierra Online are cards that fit into your computer,
and are therefore not portable.)
Summer 1989

Creative Music Systems sells sequencer
programs for the Game Blaster card.

CREATE NEW SOUNDS
You can also acquire a sound editing
software package which allows you to create new instrument sounds beyond those
programmed into your synthesizer. These
software packages average $50 to $150.

PREVIEW THE
SYNTHESIZER
SOUNDS
You can send for a music cassette ($1 .95
for postage and handling) and listen to
music from several of the games played on
the MT-32 or AdLib. This tape gives you a
good idea of the differences, and of the
sounds available to you if you were to use
the synthesizer to play your own MIDIinstrument.

©

PHONE ORDERS

1-800-326-6654
7 A.M. TO 9 P.M. (PST)
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Outside the U.S. (209) 683-4468

BBS MUSIC
DOWNLOADS
by Robert Linsley
"Help! I have a synthesizer and I can 't
make any of Sierra's new games work on it."
This problem happens not only among the
"oddball" synths, but also among very common ones. The problem is that we only have so
much memory for a game, and if we were to
fill up three disks with drivers, how could we
have enough memory for the actual game?
Which leads into the question, what good are
drivers without a game that uses them?
But, there is hope. Many Bulletin Board
Systems (including the Sierra BBS, and
CompuServe) have music drivers. The most
popular ones on the marketplace at this time are
the CMS and Roland music drivers. You may
want to check the Sierra BBS for drivers to see
if we may have one for your particular synth.
If we do, get it and use it! Also, many private
BBSs create their own drivers by patching the
original Sierra drivers to allow support of even
more synths !
To utilize your synthesizer (if you have
the correct driver) you will have to copy it
into the same directory as your Sierra game
and re-run the INSTALL program. You
should then see a selection that was not
there previously. Select it, and you will hear
wonderfully orchestrated music.
Among the drivers that are available
now are the CMS driver, the Yamaha FBO 1,
the Roland D-10, D-110, and D-20, plus
there is a Sierra Generic driver file. It may
work for your syntb, and it only takes a
minute or two to download, and the benefits
could be tremendous. Also, we are making
new drivers periodically to support new
music cards and synths. So, if we don't
support you at this time, then check back
every now and again. You may be pleasantly surprised!

If you have any problems either INSTALLING the driver or making it work
on your synthesizer, then Sierra Customer
Support is here to help you. We want you
to get the best possible quality and have
the most fun playing our games. So we
will go the extra mile for you by providing
you with both the drivers and the support
that you may need to get you up and
running!
0

Customer Service - (209) 683-8989 (Monday-Friday 8-5 PST)
24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
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MUSIC HARDWARE SUPPORTED (in alphabetical order)
--.----

AdUb

Sy•lh.,;,.r
features

u

----

---

Number of
voices

11

16
+------

I optional

MlDI

no 1

yes

Iintomol

lotomol =Io'

stand alone

~

I"'"d olo"'

Casio
MT-540

y

"'"d •lo•o l
~
49 piano size

Roland
MT-32*

Game Blaster

IBM Music Feature Card (IMF)

12

8

32

yes

optional

yes

yes

yes

no

nol

yes

internal

internal

stand alone

no

no

I 16

-+ &-

compatibility~

MIDI interface
required?

Casio
CT-460

asio
SM-1

dolo"'

I

Keyboard

no

Programmable
sounds

yes 2

no

no

no

yes

Number of
preset sounds

unlimited 3

30

30

20

unlimited

6 AA-size cells
or AC adaptor

6 D-size cells or
AC adaptor

6 D-size cells or
AC adaptor

internal

3.7 lbs.

15.4 lbs

6.8 lbs

NA

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no

$550 or
$650 for Micro
Channel
Interface card
included

no

keys

I internal

Power supply
Weig!!!__

NA

no
yes
49 mid size keys
.
2

yes
3

2

240

yes 2
128
AC adaptor

I::m"

3.5 lbs

--Computer
specific
support_~t----

IBM &
compatibles**
Atari ST

yes
-t----

no

----+-

-=f::_
0

no

4

no

4

Amiga

SCI games support internal sound capabilities of this computer.

Macintosh

SCI games support internal sound capabiHties of this computer._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Apple Ile/Ile
Apple lIGS

SCI games (with enhanced sound) are not supported.

Jiee Products for your Computer article in this issue for information about SCI and the lIGS.

T

Hardware
available
~
through Sierra
IBM &
compatibles

$175, card only

Softw~nl
included in
Sierra's package

Visual
Composer

----~are
Atari

NA

I $129.95

no

w-ith
- +N-A

Ease software.
none
(available
(available
separately from separately from
Creative Music other software
--+--------+-------+-Systems~)_ _--+_d_ev_e_lo~pe
t--rs~)--t--------11
No.
NA
NA
NA
NA
MT-32 without
interface card
and IBM
software not
sold by Sierra
NA

I. Optional MIDI interface available to allow playing the AdLib card from an external keyboard via MIDI.
2. Programming of sounds requires additional editing software.
3. Sounds defined by software
4. Generic driver supponed for four voice synthesizers, such as Casio CZIOI, CZ230S and Yamaha DX7-2.
NA =not applicable
* The following devices may be used in place of an MT-32, requiring no modification to computer or software:
External device, MIDI interface required: Roland MT-100, Roland CM-32L, and Roland CM-64
Internal card, MIDI interface built in: Roland LAPC-1 (Optional MIDI connector box available to allow playing from an external keyboard via MIDI.)
** Tandy 1000 and PC Jr owners have 3-voice internal sound with no extra device required .
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SPECIAL REBATE

GET UP To $60 SAVINGS
HomeWord II

Save $20

A word processor for today. See the article on page 40.
Available for IBM and compatibles.

Sierra's On-Line

Save $20

The simplest-to-use modem software ever!
See articles on pages 23, 27, 38, and 39.
Available for IBM and compatibles.

Smart Money

Save $20

The Comprehensive Financial Manager
A financial package that allows you to balance your
checkbook, track your investments, print your checks,
automate your regular transactions-and be reminded
when they are due-as well as run a variety of reports or
use financial planning tools such as calculating loan
amortizations, annuities, or compound interest.
Available for IBM and compatibles, Apple IIE/IIC, and
Apple IIGS (using the IIGS specific features like pulldown menus, dialog boxes, and more).

Buy all three at the same time,
and save $60.
Buy two together, save $40.
Buy any one, save $20.
To redeem, complete this coupon and return to Sierra On-Line, Inc. before August 31 , 1990.
If you purchased any of these prod ucts from your dealer, send the original dated receipt with this coupon. If you are ordering directly from
Sierra, enclose this coupon with your order and deduct $20.00 for one, $40 for two, or $60 for all three from the total payment due.

Send to: Sierra On-Line, Inc., P.O. Box 485 , Coarsegold, CA 93614.

Where purchased _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Address

- ---------------- ----- - -

City - - - - - - - - - --

Computer _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

State _ _ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ _ __ Daytime Phone _ _ __ _ _

Thi s rebate coupon is void where taxed, restricted or prohibited by law. Offer valid on products purchased between November 1, 1990 and August 31 , 1990.
Coupons sent for redemption must be postmarked no later than September 30, 1990. Only one coupon may be redeemed per household. Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery. Not to be used in conjunction with any other Sierra promotion.

AN AUDIOPHILE'S VIEW ON
MUSIC IN SIERRA GAMES
The following article is reprinted with permission from H-SCOOP, December 1988, edited by Henry E. Fale. His article offers information
on music in the Sierra games from a genuine audiophile viewpoint.

"NEW BREED OF ADVENTURE"
by Henry E. Fate

I

had just heard that Sierra had some
new adventure games available so I ordered Leisure Suit Larry goes Looking for
Love (in Several Wrong places.) I already
had the first adult game, Leisure Suit Larry
in the Land of the Lounge Lizards. My kids
have most of their other adventure games
like King's Quest/, II, and Ill, Space Quest,
Police Quest- all part of their high resolution 3-D animated adventure series. On an
EGA monitor, they are really something to
see-excellent video quality.
Enter the new breed. Just a day before
this had to go to press (so it's kind of a real
rush review-sorry-thought you may
want to know before the Christmas season)
I received my Leisure Suit Larry II. Since
my first Larry Leisure Suit came on one
disk, I was mildly surprised to find six 5"
disks (three 3.5" disks) in the box. All the
Sierra games, by the way, come on both 5"
and 3.5" disks in the same package. Very
convenient and very thoughtful. Anyway,
after reading the additional material in the
package, I realized why there were six
disks. If one had the proper equipment, he
no longer had to settle for the "beeps" and
simple one note "music' that came from the
computer speaker. This new software has
an install option that lets you choose between the computer speaker, a Roland MT32 synthesizer module (with computer interface card), the Ad Lib Music Synthesizer
Card (ALMSC) , or the IBM PC Music
Feature card (must be ordered directly from
IBM).
Jump for joy! Since I play keyboards
and have a few racks of synthesizer and
audio processing equipment complete with
three keyboards and yes, an MT-32 32voice 8-channel synthesizer module, I was
set to have some fun. I didn't have to run
out and spend an extra $600.

A bit on my MIDI synthesizer system.
I have a music stand with a Roland Super
JX mother synthesizer keyboard which
basically controls everything else. This is a
digital synthesizer connected to a PG-800
programmer. Above that is a Korg DSS-1
sampling synthesizer keyboard, and above
that a Roland JX-10 keyboard/synthesizer.
Below that, an octave of foot pedals. Other
neat things like electronic drum machines
are also in the system. The MT-32 is my
latest addition (had that for about a year).

As soon as I got the
program going this loud
stereo full accompaniment
started playing.
Very impressive.
The MT-32 panel showed
6 channels were being
accessed plus the drum
section. There was a bass,
piano,flute, drums and all
kinds of other sounds.
All this is tied via MIDI interface to MIDI
switcher boxes, mergers, etc., and then to a
PC computer which serves as a sequencer,
arranger, music scoring system, etc. The
audio from all this goes to a keyboard submixer, then to a console 8 channel 8 X 4 X
2 professional mixer complete with sub
effects sends and receives, etc., which goes
to a rack of MIDI-controlled audio effects
(digital reverb units, voice processors,
compressors, limiters, patch bays,
equalizers, tape decks, etc. The main output

is fed to a 600 watt stereo amplifier feeding
a sub-woofer, two near-field studio
monitors and two large studio monitors.
The computer sequencer is "synced" to the
8-track recorder. The main keyboard can
control practically the whole works, as can
the sequencer computer.
The first thing I had to do was remove
the interface card from my sequencer PC
and install it in my modified Z248, and then
to connect this to the MT-32. As soon as I
loaded the Looking for Love program the
front LCD panel of the MT-32 said "Hi, I'm
Larry," so I knew even before I heard the
sound that the computer and software had
found and communicated with the MT-32.
As soon as I got the program going (you
have to enter the phone number of a girl
from a picture that matches one in the
book-almost impossible; prevents
youngsters from playing your adult games)
this loud stereo full accompaniment started
playing. Very impressive. The MT-32 panel
showed 6 channels were being accessed
plus the drum section. There was a bass,
piano, flute, drums and all kinds of other
sounds.
To understand what's going one, we
have to look at the MT-32. It's known as a
multi-timbrel synthesizer module. It
doesn't have it's own keyboard. You can
either connect a keyboard to it and play one
channel at a time, or play a sequencer into
it. It synthesizes such sounds as acoustic
and electric piano, organ and pipe organs,
synth base, synth brass, synth strings,
guitar, bass, winds and special effects, in
128 preset sounds. The rhythm section contains 30 different preset PCM drum and
percussion sounds.
The Looking for Love software is basically the output of a sequencer. Someone
had to sit down and play the piano part on
a keyboard, and store that part on one track
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of a sequencer. They then go back, play the
piano part back through the MT-32 while
using the keyboard to add, say the bass part,
then storing that. The next "record" you
hear the piano and bass and lay down the
flute track and store that. You can even
"record" the drums using the keyboard.
Point is, when you're finished, you have
this small box, the MT-32, being fed the
electronic information you stored in the
sequencer, each different part on one channel (MT-32 uses MIDI channels 2-9 for
voices, and 10 for rhythm-thus you can
have up to 9 different sounds happening
imultaneously. End result is the sound of
an entire band or orchestra coming from the
amplified system.
Evidently what Sierra had done was to
take this "sequenced" information and put
it on disk which is the way my PC sequencer computer also stores what I have done).
Then by some very clever programming
and timing with the game, the right sounds
and music come at the right time, depending on the scene of the game and the choice
you made. Besides music you can have the
"horn" sound, for instance for the sound of
a car or train horn, a "snare-drum" for the
ound of lightning striking, etc. Keep in
mind that the interface is not sending music,
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it is sending MIDI events, which the MT-32
translates to music. It is simply amazing to
have full EGA video and stereo sound, not
just those little "beeps" that come out of the
computer speaker. Makes the games much
more exciting and real-life. I was very fortunate to have the stuff already, and the
software contained this sequenced data
"just by luck."

It is simply amazing to
have full EGA video and
stereo sound, not just
those little "beeps" that
come out of the computer
speaker.
Makes the games much
more exciting and
real-life.
The best thing is, despite the probably
thousands of extra man hours to program
this software and getting 6 disks instead of
one, the price of looking for Love (retail
$49) is on! y $10 more than the first Land of

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463

the Lounge Lizards. You have to hand it to
the Sierra folks. Also, where most of
Sierra's earlier software was copy
protected, this was not. I believe all their
new titles have this new music feature, and
this I think includes the new Police Quest
II, Space Quest Ill, and King's Quest IV.
So how do you get into all of this? First
off, if you don't have an EGA or better color
monitor, don't. I'd suggest for their highgraphics games you should have that first
to get the most out of your enjoyment. IBM
is the only source for the PC Music Feature.
Probably most any keyboard/MIDI type
music store can sell you the MT-32 with
interface or the AD Lib Music Synthesizer
Card. However, Sierra is also selling them,
and it looks like, at a decent discount. They
sell the MT-32 with the interface and Ease
software (allows you to do other fun things
with the MT-32 when you're not playing
games) for $550. The Ad Lib card they are
selling for $175 alone or $245 with Vi ual
Composer software.

0
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The King's Quest Companion
Compiled from Messages to this World from the World of Daventry, as sent
by Derek Karlevaegen. Mr Karlaveagen is apparently a journalist,
traveler, and magician in that universe.
word would magically appear on the eye's
gla surface. Wonderous indeed was this
thing that I soon came to think of as a
talking head.

Excerpt from Chapter 3,
"The Eye Between
the Worlds."
I am an investigator and writer of contemporary events, who hobbies in magic
and travels much. Some time ago, after
having talked to and written at length about
Prince Alexander of Daventry's escape
from lifelong captivity and his sub equent
rescue of his sister and kingdom from the
breath of a fire-breathing dragon (that was
a lot, wasn't it?), I decided to visit the
scenes of the prince' adventure in order
to better understand what the brave youth
had been through. It was for this reason
that 1, at length, arrived at the house of the
wizard Manannan, whom Alexander had
turned into a cal. No cat was to be found
anyplace there. The house was in good
repair, but no person or animal was
anywhere near. I re olved to spend some
days there, using it as a base for my explorations around Llewdor. At night I took
advantage of Manannan's large library,
looking closely through his books on
magic and magical lore. The days stretched
into week , and still no one came to claim
the large house with its well-stocked underground laboratory.
It was during this time that I di covered
the Eye Between the Worlds.
There is a lever set into one of the
library's bookcases that opens the trap door
into the secret lab. On a shelf nearby I saw
a most curious object. It looked much like
a metal head, with only one very large glass
eye and an open jaw containing near one
hundred teeth. Each of those teeth has a
letter, number, or symbol inscribed upon it.
This thing must have been made by
Manannan or some other very great sorcerer, for when I pressed a certain tooth, a
light appeared to fill the eye. Moreover,
when I touched on certain other teeth,
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Yes it did talk, and it still does; not with
sounds, but with words that crawl across it
and with pictures that draw themselves
before my very eyes. After much experimentation, I found that I could make
my thoughts and words appear on the eye's
surface. The thing is a machine, to be sure,
although how it works 1 do not know, for it
has no parts which move.

thought and dreams to sometime pass in
both. The eye in Manannan 's study is a
hole in the wall.
I am a curious soul; I have read the
records concerning your world and know
as much about it as any here in Daventry.
Because of this, I soon came to realize that
much of what appeared in the eye of that
mechanical head came from the Other
World. Somehow in this strangest of multi verses, our worlds touch together in a
place hared by the head in this tudy and
some of your machines.
My story might have ended there, except for that curiosity of mine. One night,
tapping upon the teeth with no particular
purpose in mind, I was astounded to find
mention of Daventry and King Graham'
adventures. Apparently they exist in your
world a a sort of fantasy adventure-a
made-up story intended as an entertainment for people.

1 have said before that our universesour worlds-are so far apart that we can
never touch, and so close that we sometimes can even dream of each other. We
know a little about your world because folk
still withdraw from there to here, although
not very often. They bring us stories and
histories and de criptions, which we record
for all who might be intere led to read. Not
many do; the Other World holds no charms
for us. You, on the other hand, know nothing of us except what your dreamers
dream, and that you dismiss as fanta Y· The
fact remains, however, that the walls between the worlds are thin enough to let folk
pass through them in one direction, and

Again, our worlds are so very close that
we can sometimes dream each other, and
even tum those dreams into stories. This
must be true, for I have seen the evidence
with my own eyes, transmitted back from
the Other World. Who the dreamer is that
could learn enough to concoct a tory is
unknown to me, although the person must
be a very great dreamer.
I have experimented for much time now
with the device, and I am convinced that I
can send messages directly to you through
it. Perhaps that is why Manannan contrived
it-to talk to your world, or perhaps to
recruit allies whom he could help withdraw
here so that he might rule cruelly over our
entire universe. On the other hand, he
might just have been as curious as I am.
I do not know if what I write here will
ever arrive in the Other World, but I think
I have figured out what to do to send the
words on their way. I have nothing to lose,
of course, and for you who discover this,
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perhaps I will have provided you with some
wonder, knowledge, and enjoyment. To
that end I will continue my solitary experiments and copy for you some of the histories and narrati ves of my time. Since
there are those in your world who are somewhat fa miliar with King Graham, I shal l
send you , on thi night and other, some of
the chronicles of his court-stories of the
adventures of the King and hi s famil y. You
might compare them to the stories that have
been written. Perhaps I will write of other

things as the mood strikes me, or perhaps I
will just copy some interesting words of
others.

"The King's Quest Companion" is a
new book published by Silicon Valley
Books, available the 1st of October at
bookstores and computer stores near you
($14.95). Or order direct 1-800-262-4729,
2600 Tenth Street, Sixth Floor. Berkeley,
CA94710.

I will do all of thi s over some time, and
more than once. Your world could learn
much from us of the wonder, mystery, and
magic of the multi verse. May be you could
learn again that anything is pos ible and
everything could be true.

Peter Spear, author of the book, is an
Emm} Award winning television producer
whose latest project is "The Computer
Show.'' a syndicated TV program.

Perhaps you will learn to believe your
dreams.

La hawn Flores, New York, subm itted this cartoon
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YOU NEED

Game Player's PC TM

I <2...

Iv+e .

Strategy Guides give you in-depth 1ooks at today's

most exciting games. Every review shows you up to 20 color
screens from the game . .. and tells you tips and strategies that will
help you jump to new levels of playing excellence.

Buver's Guides review the entire gaming market-

place"'twice each year. Each issue covers 100 of the latest, hottest
games available-including a game review, hints & tips, sample
screens, and the hardware you need to play.

r-----------------------------------GAME

CAPTURE A
COPY

PC

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
use this coupon to capture
a FREE trial copy today!

~

m

Make sure you
know about the
games you buyCAPTURE A FREE
TRIAL COPY TODAY!
Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-9631

Autumn 1989

FREE!

[E]YES!

Please send me a FREE copy of Game Player's PC - and enter my one-year subscription
at the low introductory rate of just $18.95. If I choose not to continue after examining the FREE copy, I'll return
your invoice marked "cancel" and owe nothing. If I wish to continue receiving Game Player's PC , I'll pay your
invoice and receive 6 more issues: a total of four Strategy Gwdes and two Buyer's Guides. I understand that
this special introductory rate saves me $4.75 compared with the regular newsstand price- that's 20% OFF!
0 Bill me.

0 My check enclosed.

Charge my:

0 MC

0 VISA

0 AmEx

Card# _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ __

__;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Please pnnl)

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Apt. # _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
MAKE CHECKS PAYA BLE AND MAIL TO: Game Player's PC · Subscription Department • P.O. Box l -2032 •
Langhorne, PA 19047-0672
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SIERRA'S
AUTOMATED
Hl'iT LINE SYSTEM

Amy McCami h, Alaska, submitted this cartoon

You may reach the hint ystem by dialing

1-900-370-KLUE. Our California customers need to call 1-900-370-5113.
ALLhintquestions MUST be directed to
the previously mentioned "900" numbers.
as lhere will be NO hints given on our
Customer Service lines. Thi service is
available 24 hours a day. The charge for this
service will be 75 cents for the 1st minute
and 50 cent. for every additional minute.
Long distance charge are included in this
fee. Callers under the age of 18 mu t get
their parent's permission before calling
the hint line. At this time, the automated
hint system i only available within the
United States.
All other questions will be answered by
calling our new Customer Support number
at area code (209) 683-8989. Again, please
note, ALL hint mu. t be obtained by dialing
1-900-370-KLUEand for California 1-900370-5113 . ABSOLUTELY NO HINTS
WlLL BE PROVIDED THROUGH OUR
CUSTOMER SUPPORT LINES.
The content of the Sierra Automated
Hint Line are solely the responsibility of
Sierra On-Line. Thank you for buying
Sierra products.

PREVIEW SIERRA'S NEW
GAMES ON YOUR TV!
Preview Sierra's lineup of 1989-90 games in the comfort
of your living room from a VHS cassette showing
Sierra's bestselling line of entertainment software.
With the Sierra Video Catalogue, you can watch scenes
from the late t Sierra games, complete with stereo
soundtrack as played on a
Roland MT-32 sound module.
Don ' t wait to find out what 's
new from Sierra. Use the
enclosed order form and send
for your Sierra Video Catalog today!
Only $4.95 (price includes shipping and handling).
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ou won't believe how exciting a Sierra game can
sound until you hear it with the Roland MT-32 Sound
Module. This state-of-the-art sound
enhancement card will bring new dimensions of
enjoyment to your games with full-stereo music and dozens
of synchronized sound effects.

Find out more about the Roland MT-32 Sound Module
by ordering Sierra's Music Demonstration cassette
(only $1.95 for shipping and handling).
You won't believe your ears.
Call Sierra and order your Demo cassette today!

Sierra games now feature full stereo professionally composed
and performed musical soundtracks, featuring the talents of
professionals such as Hollywood composer William Goldstein
and Supertramp's Bob Siebenberg. The professional-quality
Roland MT-32 Sound Module
brings this music to you as it
was meant to be heard, with
a 32-voice synthesizer and
128 preset sounds ranging
from orchestrated strings to
hard-driving drums.

Phone Orders
1-800-326-6654

Ik )Roland

Outside the U.S.
(209) 683-4468
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. (PST)
Monday through Friday
Or write to:
Sierra On-Line
P.O.Box 485

Coarsegold, CA 93614
The Rola11d MT-32 Sou11d Module with Rola11d MPU-IPC a11d Ease is $550, Micro Clra11nel is $650.
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Sierra's Newest Games
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The Colonel's Bequest
Codename: Iceman ConquestofCamelot Hero's Quest
Hoyle's Book of Games
Leisure Suit Larry Ill
Manhunter:
San Francisco
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